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The energy fluence of various X-ray beams generated at 30kV and
below has been determined absolutely by calorimetry. The X-ray unit used
has a Machlett, beryllium window tube, and a constant potential generator.
The calorimeter is of the constant temperature environmental type employing
twin gold absorbers. A large amount of thermal damping has been used to
reduce the effects of room temperature variations, and temperature drift rates in
•4o
the detector of better than 10 C per min. are always obtainable with a
2
relatively simple system. X-ray intensities in the range 1 to lOQpW per cm
at the absorber have been measured to an accuracy of £ 0.5%.
Temperature changes were detected by employing thermistors in an
a.c. Wheatstone bridge, and conditions for optimum operation of this bridge have
been investigated. The out of balance signal was amplified, passed through a
phase sensitive detector and displayed on a recorder. Impedance matching has
been used throughout the system.
Various methods of operation of the calorimeter have been discussed,
and an experimental comparison of their merits obtained. It has been shown
that a method of thermal cycling, as developed, provides the most accurate
method of measurement with a vast saving in operational time.
Under identical experimental conditions, a comparison of the
calorimeter response with that of various secondary dosimeters has been made.
An ionization chamber operated at pressures of up to three atmospheres of argon
has been used to totally absorb the various X-ray beams. The saturation of
this chamber has been fully investigated, and currents obtained were integrated
on capacitors of accurately known value. This has yielded a W value for argon
of 26.3 £ 0.2SeV per ion pair, and no significant variation of W in the energy
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range investigated was found. A further comparison of calorimetric dosimetry
with ferrous sulphate and solid state dosimetry, has yielded G values for
ferrous sulphate and W values for silicon, in a similar energy range. The
results obtained are estimated to be correct to £ 1%, constituting a great
improvement over previously determined values.
Finally a theory to estimate the energy loss due to radiation
scattered from each of these dosimeters has been produced. Corrections to be
applied for each X-ray beam used have been made.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Hie Dosimetry of X-rays
X-rays possess certain well known properties and the utilization
of these properties forms the basis of an X-ray dosimeter. Hie temperature
rise produced when an X-ray beam is attenuated in a medium is a fundamental
measurement of the energy in that "beam. However the small temperature
rises involved make this a very insensitive method of dosimetry. Hence
calorimetry is rarely used in routine measurements, but is only used to
calibrate more robust and sensitive dosimeters.
An essential feature of calorimetry is that all the X-ray energy
deposited in the medium concerned is converted into thermal energy, for in
certain media this energy may produce biological and chemical effects.
For obvious reasons the biological effect of X-rays is not used as a
dosimeter, but the chemical effect has long been used. Perhaps the best
established of the chemical methods is the ferrous sulphate dosimeter, which
uses the conversion of ferrous ions to ferric ions as a measure of the
absorbed dose.
Solid-state systems have recently produced a large impact on
dosimetry; semiconductors, plastics and even glass have been used. The
thermo-luminescent property of lithium fluoride has probably made it the
most valuable recent dosimeter (1).
An intermediate step in the absorption of X-rays is the ionization
and excitation which is produced by the liberation of secondary electrons.
Gases are readily ionized by the action of X-rays, and the ions produced
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by these secondary electrons can be collected by an applied electric field
between two electrodes in a gas. This constitutes an ionization chamber
and provides an extremely sensitive dosimeter. W, which is the mean energy
required to produce an ion pair, varies with the gas used, may vary with the
energy of the incident radiation, and so it must be known before an
ionization chamber can be used as a dosimeter. Its determination
necessitates the intercomparison of an ionization chamber with a calorimeter
under controlled experimental conditions.
1.2 Aim of experiment.
The aim of this work is to measure, in absolute units, the energy
in various beams of X-rays generated at 30kVp and below, using a total
absorption calorimeter. A comparison is then to be effected between this
calorimeter and a total absorption ionization chamber, and W values for argon
determined for these various X-ray beams.
1.3 Principles of calorimetry.
A calorimeter consists of an absorber of thermal capacity k at a
temperature 9, which is thermally isolated from its surroundings at a
temperature ©q. The system obeys Newton's law of cooling which states that
k <:rr) oce-e l-idt c o
Assuming 9 >' 9^, and the absorber is losing heat to the surroundings, then
k = - L (6 - 9 ) 1-2
dt c o
The constant of proportionality L is the thermal leakage constant of the
system. If a power P is liberated in the absorber, and this causes the
temperature to rise, then
k = P - L (9 - © ) 1-3
at H o
There are three principal types of calorimeter.
1.3.1 Adiabatic
In adiabatic calorimeters the temperature of the surroundings is
made to rise with the temperature of the absorber, so at all times © = © .
o
Equation 1-3 then reduces to
k (~> = P 1 - 4
H at © = ©
o
d©
(—) is measured experimentally. P can be determined by a knowledge of k
at H
or by calibration, that is by introducing known values of P into the absorber.
This operation is ideal but difficult in practice. The temperature of the
surroundings has to be measured, and a feedback system, usually employing
a servomotor, used to control this temperature (Genna, Jaeger, Nagl and
Sanielevici (2)). Although heat losses are reduced, perfect temperature
control cannot be achieved, and the evaluation of the remaining heat losses
may be difficult. Adiabatic calorimeters have not, in general, been widely
used. They have been used for the measurement of high dose rates (Myers,
Le Blanc and Fleming (3)),
1.3.2 Isothermal
The only noted isothermal calorimeters which have been used are
ice-calorimeters. It appears that for high dose rates ice calorimeters can
achieve high accuracy (Ginnings, Ball and Vier (4)), but they are not
convenient for microcalorimetry. The calorimeter absorber consists of a
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thermally insulated ice-water mixture, and a decrease in volume of this mixture
occurs when energy is dissipated in the absorber. This can be measured by
observing the fall of the ice-water mixture in a capillary tube. The
difficulty is in obtaining thermodynamic equilibrium, lack of which produces
random changes in absorber volume.
1.3.3 Constant temperature environment
In constant temperature environment calorimetry 0^ is maintained
constant at all times. Equation 1-3 then solves to give
and an exponential variation of temperature with time is observed.
Numerous methods of achieving a constant temperature environment
have been used. Thermal baths have been widely used, and it is necessary
to minimise thermal gradients within these baths. A large amount of
stirring together with thermostatic control is therefore required. Ihe
liquid bath requires a high thermal conductivity, and it is suggested that
water, as used by Genna and Laughlin (5) and Myers et al (3), is probably
the best liquid to use. Transformer oil was used by Laughlin, Beattie,
Henderson and Harvey (6) and by Kruglov and Lopatin (7), but no reason was
given for this use. Schleiger, Goldstein and Tochilin (8) used ethylene glycol
to minimise corrosion. Dove and Cole (9) used an ice-water bath and reported
it to be stable to 0.0001°C. The ice bath has an advantage in size, as
thermostated baths required a large volume for efficient temperature
stability (3). Liquid nitrogen was used by Gomberg et al (10) and by
Goldstein Schleiger and Tochilin (11). The latter found temperature control
rather difficult, but, as will be shown, if control can be achieved the
advantages to be gained by operation at very low temperatures are
substantial.
Thermal damping has been used by Goodwin (12) for absorbed dose
measurements of low and medium kilovoltage X-rays. The absorber was
embedded in tissue equivalent wax. Temperature control should have
been improved by using a vacuum system. Tian (13) proposed a system
whereby the absorber is surrounded by a series of shells, which are
alternately constructed of insulating and conducting media. This thermal
damping system may virtually eliminate any temperature variations in the
calorimeter jacket. This principle was used by Genna et al (2).
One of the main problems with a beam calorimeter is the
necessity for an entrance window which must not attenuate the beam to any
extent. This immediately produces a region in which temperature control
is extremely difficult. This problem is even more critical with low-energy
X-ray or electron beams where the window must be very thin indeed.
There are several methods of determining the input power in
constant temperature environment calorimetry.
1.3.3.1 Steady state method.
The experiment is allowed to continue to infinite time, until a
steady state temperature ©^is attained. Equation 1-5 then gives
P = L(©00- 9o) 1 - 6
and from this L must be determined. This method, as used by Radak and
Markovic (14), does not determine the initial slope of the exponential
and therefore depends on heat losses remaining constant during a particular
Figure 1
KINETIC METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
A
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series of experiments. Good environmental temperature control is also
required, and the time taken to reach the steady state temperature may be
considerable. Reducing this time, that is reducing the time constant of
the system, results in poorer temperature control and sensitivity.
1.3.3.2 I-Ieating and cooling rates
Hie heating and cooling rates of the absorber are determined at
the same temperature above the surroundings. Addition of equations 1-2
and 1-3 gives
k#H ♦ k <3?'c - p
At any temperature above the surroundings
✓d©,. /d6N /dSs(•rr)0 + (tt)„ = a constant = Crrr).. . ~dt H dt C at H at © = 9
o
and the result is the same as in the adiabatic operation. This method was
previously used by Redpath, Law, Greening and Randle (15).
1.3.3.3 Kinetic method
d@
If in equation 1-3, (-77)., is plotted against © - 9 a straightat H o
line is obtained as shown in figure 1. From this is obtained
d©
1. The steady state temperature ©^ when (~[£)}j = 0
■J dQ
2. (-tt)tt - « ~ as in the adiabatic operation.dt H at 9 = ©
°
k
3. Ihe time constant of the system T = —
L
This method was used by Keene and Law (16) and by Radak and Markovic (14).
The latter compared the steady state temperature obtained by this method
with that obtained by operation as described in 1.3.3.1.
Ihese last two methods take into account any variation in heat
losses within the system. However the inaccuracy involved in both methods
Figure 2
SEMI ADIABATIC METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
Time "t
occurs in drawing tangents in order to obtain the heating rate at a
particular point on the exponential.
1.3.3.4 Semi-Adiabatic
If the time of observation t« T the time constant of the system,
then equation 1-5 can be expanded to give
pt
© - © = ^7 1-7
o k
Hi] -4
t« T « " » 9 ■ 9„
and
Measurements are now being taken of the linear part of the exponential and
equation 1 - 7 is again the same as in the adiabatic operation. A response
curve as shown in figure 2 is obtained. The initial and final temperature
drift rates of the absorber are averaged, and this correction applied to the
measured heating rate, giving
,d©N ,d©
dt H ~ dt 2 [dt initial vdt finalj
Genna and Laughlin (5) used this method in calibrating a Cobalt-60 gamma-
ray beam. This method is very successful when working with calorimeters
which have a small thermal leakage constant. When working with low energy
X-rays, the absorber must, out of necessity, have a high area to heat
capacity ratio, resulting in a high thermal leakage constant. The drawback
of this method in this case is that X-ray exposures have to be short (t« T),
and so accurate timing is required.
1.3.3.5 Temperature rise after a measured time
The heating time is so chosen to be sufficiently short that heat
8
losses only have a second order effect on the results, but sufficiently
long to be accurately measured. Various methods, which will be described
later, can be used to measure this temperature rise. Bewley (17) used
the ohmic out of balance of a thermistor bridge, but this is subject to
sensitivity changes in the measuring system.
1.3.3.6 Thermal cycling
The absorber is allowed to cool from temperature to ©^ and is
heated from ©2 to © , and the cooling and heating periods are measured.
There is no noted use of this method, but Dove and Cole (9) give a
mathematical analysis -
After the cooling period t,, © - 9 = (©, - 0 )exp (-^1)12s Is
k
© is the temperature of the surroundings.
s
After the heating period t^,
0 - © = (l - exp(-Lt2)] £ + (© - © ) exp (-Lt2)1 S I T ]L 2 S —
g
Eliminating ©g,
P - k (®, "" 1 coth <Ltl> + c«th (Lt2)l2 1 2 I Ik. "2k 3
or approximately.
P « k(© - © )(i + i ) 1-8
1 d *1 t2
and they quote the error in P to be less than 0.3% provided t and t are
A Cj
less than 0.2 ^ (<0.2T).
Therefore P oC T + T and a comparison of known input powers against
1 2
a particular X-ray beam can be made without allowing the absorber to cool to
an equilibrium temperature, giving a vast saving in operational time.





















































for reasons given, but an experimental comparison of methods 1,3,3,3,
1,3.3.4, 1.3.3,5 and 1.3.3.6 Wee*. carried out.
1.4 Review of total absorption calorimetry of X-rays
The work in this thesis is entirely concerned with beam calorimetry,
and as calorimetry in general covers a vast field, it is only intended to
deal with this particular aspect of calorimetry. Calorimetry is a well
established and widely used technique, and Gunn (18, 19) has given a
comprehensive survey of the whole field. Table 1 summarises the published
work in the field of total absorption calorimetry of low energy X-rays.
All calorimeters used were of the constant temperature environmental type.
In the early work sensitivity and precision were limited mainly due to
insensitive temperature detection by thermocouples. The detection circuits
of Kulenkampff (20) and of Crowther and Bond (21) only consisted of a
sensitive galvanometer across which the thermocouples were connected.
Environmental temperature control was rather crude. Estimations of X-ray
energy loss due to scatter contributed a large amount to the uncertainty in
these results. It is interesting to note that Rump (22) used a cup-
shaped calorimeter body in his experiments, hence reducing the energy loss
from the front surface. He measured the expansion of the mercury forming
the absorber by capillary rise to i 1.6%. However much sensitivity must
have been lost by the extra thermal capacity introduced by use of such an
absorber.
The advent of thermistors increased the sensitivity of calorimetry
and the first noted use of these was by Laughlin in 1951 (23). The same
paper is also the first recorded use of a twin calorimeter. The principle
here involved, is that a second unirradiated absorber is included in the
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calorimeter, and the temperature difference between the two absorbers is
now measured. These two absorbers are matched in their thermal capacity,
and placed in similar geometrical surroundings, within the calorimeter.
External temperature variations then affect both in a similar manner, and
hence are effectively reduced. Laughlin used various temperature controlled
baths (5, 6) surrounding twin lead absorbers, and measured 400 kVp X-rays
to ± 1% (6).
Thermocouples have still been used by Pauly (24) and Coekelbergs (25)
but uncertainties in their results are rather high. These are due to
inadequate environmental temperature control; Coekelbergs did not consider
evacuation of the calorimeter system, and the absorber - window distance in
Pauly's calorimeter was too small. Gomberg et al (10) have produced the
most worthwhile work in this group. They used a liquid nitrogen calorimeter,
-7
evacuated to 10 mm Hg by means of an ion pump. A d.c. thermistor bridge
was used for temperature detection, but this could have been improved by the
use of an a.c. system. They claim a - 2% error in the electrical
calibration circuit due to the use of a pp. ammeter, whereas a simple
standardised voltage source would have reduced this error. Although an
excellent calorimeter was produced, they lost much in their choice of
detection and calibration circuits. However, a detection limit of 0.6p watts
cm was obtained, and the overall error in a measurement was i 2.5%.
Figure 3






In a system where extreme sensitivity is required, it is essential
that at every point in this system power transfer is maximised. The power
transfer in a calorimeter system can be represented as shown in figure 3.
It is the purpose of the calorimeter to maximise the temperature
rise for a given input power. Two points have to be considered here;
firstly the medium in which the X-rays are absorbed, and secondly the
environment in which the absorber exists.
2.2 Choice of absorbing element
Consider an absorber of thickness t, density p, and surface area A,
A monochromatic beam of intensity I is incident upon the absorber and the
Then 1 = 1 exp ( —)(pt) 2 - 1
transmitted intensity is I.
[o exp (~^)(Pt)




Therefore t = —— In —2 2-2
r<*>
and the mass of the absorber
M = — In — 2-3
V
If S is the specific heat of the absorber, and an energy deposition E per









This analysis tells us that the absorbing medium must have a low specific
heat and a high n/p (or high atomic number). Other factors which govern
the choice of absorber are thermal conductivity and emissivity. Thermal
conductivity must be good so that any heat deposited is quickly spread
throughout the absorber giving a uniform temperature rise. Thermal
emissivity must be low so that radiation heat transfer between the absorber
and its environment is minimised.
The X-ray beam to be used is expected to contain a considerable
f raction of tungsten L-characteristic radiation. If the L-absorption
edge of the absorber is at a lower energy than the tungsten L-radiation
there will be a greater loss of energy from the absorber through the escape
of fluorescent radiation. So it is essential that the L-absorption edge
is at a higher energy. After a consideration of all these facts gold was
chosen as the absorbing element.
2.3 Construction of absorber and heater
The absorber is constructed of three 0.025mm thick gold foils each
two centimetres square, and this will absorb more than 99.9% of 20keV
photons. The centre foil has a heating coil wound around it in order to
simulate the radiation heating by electrical heating. In constructing the
coil two points have to be taken into consideration. Firstly the
percentage resistance of the coil which is not embedded in the absorber must
be small, in order that power developed in the coil only heats the absorber.
Thus the length of the coil should be maximised. Secondly the coil
resistance must be large so that relatively large voltages can be used to
develop small powers. This entails using wire of small diameter, and
thus provides a reduction in heat conduction losses from the absorber along
Figure 4
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these wires. The wire used was Evanohm (26), resistance 103 0, /cm, and
diameter 0.001H-ci»u
There are three basic methods of detecting small temperature
rises. These are
1, Thermocouples
2, Platinum resistance thermometers
3, Thermistors
Sensitivities of the order of 50p.V per °C can be obtained from a thermocouple,
-5o
and so to detect a temperature change of 10 C, 500m.|J.V would have to be
measured. This method is unsuitable due to the difficulty of amplifying
such small voltages. This sensitivity can be increased by using a
thermopile, but then heat losses due to lead conduction increase at an equal
rate and constructional difficulties arise.
Platinum resistance thermometers have a temperature coefficient of
resistance of 0.4% per °C. However thermistors are a factor of ten better
tnan this, and can be used in a sensitive a.c. bridge system with the
consequent use of impedance matching, a.c. amplification and phase sensitive
detection. Thermistors were therefore used, and these were type U 14 US bead
thermistors manufactured by Stantel, with lead wires 0.025 mm in diameter.
The construction of the absorber is shown in figure 4. The bead
thermistors are sandwiched between the foils, and the foils secured with a
small amount of fAraldite*. The assembly is suspended by fine nylon threads
from a brass ring as shown in figure 5. The nylon threads are 0.1mm in
diameter, and again heat conduction losses are minimised by using these.
Connections are made to the thermistors and heater through nylon insulators
embedded in the brass ring.
14 -
2.4 Heat losses in the calorimeter
The purpose of the calorimeter is to reduce heat transfer between
the absorber and its surroundings. Heat losses are:-
2.4.1 Convection
Dove and Cole (9) state that air convection does not occur when
R < 1620, where R is Rayleigh*s number, given by
3
R = a d 59 for parallel plates,
d is separation of plates,
59 is temperature difference between plates, and
a is convection modulus for air.
a is proportional to the density squared. This shows that convection does
not take place between parallel plates 1cm apart separated by air at
o
atmospheric pressure, provided the temperature difference is less than 16.2 C.
Convection heat losses are therefore not a problem in calorimetry due to the
small temperature differences involved.
2.4.2 Lead conduction
The heat conducted away from the absorber by the leads is
d9
Q = kA — wattsdx
k is the thermal conductivity
A is cross-sectional-area of the leads
d9
~ is the temperature gradient along a lead
Thus Q is kept small by using leads of small diameter and low thermal


























4 0.002 0.010 0.64
Total heat lost along lead connections ^ 8|j.W per °C
2.^.3 Air conduction
It can readily be shown that the thermal conductivity of air remains
constant with decreasing pressure until the mean free path of the air
molecules exceeds the dimensions of the enclosure in question.
The mean free path L is given by
1
L = i 2
22nnp "
where n = number of molecules per cc.
a = molecular diameter.
Hie number of molecules per cc of air is given by
?3
6.02 x 10 x 0.001293 x P
n = 1 •
28.8 x 76
at any pressure P (in cms of Hg)
and 0 = 3 x 10 'cm
-4
Therefore L x P = 7 x 10
16 —
If L = 1cm (that is equal to the dimensions of the chamber),
_3
then P = 7 x 10 mm Hg. So by reducing the air pressure in the chamber
below this value, heat losses due to conduction will be reduced.
Roberts (27) states that the heat loss per unit area per second
due to air conduction at low pressures is given by
1 y + 1 flRT2 " Tl , . -2 -1Q - — •pn:A/5;pa-y=-cals-cm sec
v/here J is the mechanical equivalent of heat in ergs per cal.
y is the ratio of the specific heats of air.
R is the gas constant in ergs per degree.
M is the molecular weight.
2
P is the pressure in dynes per cm .
a is the accommodation coefficient of air.
is temperature of the body (= molecular temperature as they leave
the surface of the body).
T is the molecular temperature before striking the surface of the
body.
A diffusion pump is used to evacuate the calorimeter and the pressure inside
the calorimeter as estimated by a Penning gauge is 5 x 10~6mm Hg. Taking
this value for P, a = 0.75 (28) and T- T = 1°C, then
u X
o 2
Q = 2.48 watts per C per cm
2
The area of the absorber is 8 cm , therefore
Q = 19.8 |j.watts per °C
2.4.4 Radiation
Radiation heat loss Q (in watts) from a body is given by
-1? 4 4
Q = 5.67 x 10 x A x e x (9 - 9 )
o
- 17
where A = surface area of radiation Dody
e = emissivity of body
© = temperature of surroundings
o
© = temperature of body
© - © =5© and if this is small
©4 - © 4 =£= 4 © 3 6©
o o
If 5© = 1°C then
Q = 2,27 x 10 ^ x A x e x 0 3 watts per °C,
o
Radiation heat losses can be reduced by having a low emissivity for the
radiating body. It i3 also essential that the surroundings have a low
emissivity so that heat transfer to the absorber is minimised. As Q is
3
proportional to ©^ , radiation losses can be greatly reduced by working at
a low temperature. At room temperature (20°C), taking e =2=. 0.05 (29)
for the total emissivity,
Q = 234 pW per °C
(c.f. liquid nitrogen temperature Q = 3 per °C)
At liquid nitrogen temperature radiation heat losses would be the same order
of magnitude as conduction losses, however at room temperatures radiation
losses are completely dominant.
Total heat loss = 234 + 20 + 8 = 262 pW per °C
Therefore at room temperature the thermal leakage constant L = 262 pW per °C.
2.5 Construction of calorimeter body
2.4.1 First calorimeter
For reasons given in Chapter 1, it was decided to use a constant
temperature environment calorimeter. More complicated systems are required




this is the obvious choice.
The efficient operation of a constant temperature environment
calorimeter may rely upon a constant temperature thermal bath, or upon a
large amount of thermal damping to form the calorimeter body. A
successful constant temperature bath will provide better temperature
control than thermal damping, and it was initially decided to use this.
An ice-water bath (as used by Dove and Cole (9)), requires less volume, is
cheaper to build, and again if successful should provide better temperature
control than a thermostatically controlled water bath. The first
calorimeter therefore employed an ice-water bath.
Figure 6(a) shows a cylindrical brass chamber, attached at the
front end to a square brass plate, and with a vacuum connection provided
at the rear end. This assembly was silver plated to reduce radiation heat
loss and mounted in a perspex box. The constant temperature bath was made
by allowing a crushed ice and water mixture to equilibriate at 0°C. The
perspex box was filled with this mixture, and a stirrer, mounted on the lid
of the box, constantly stirred the mixture. As the ice content diminished,
excess water could be drained by a tap at the bottom of the box, and the
content restored by adding ice-water mixture through the lid of the box.
Figure 6(b) shows the absorber assembly. The brass plate
contained a 0.025 mm aluminized *Melinex* window, sealed by a conventional
'O* ring, and the plate was itself *0* ring sealed to the front of the
calorimeter. The absorber was suspended from a brass ring in a manner
similar to that described in 2.3, and this ring was supported by screwed
brass rods from the front plates. Electrical connections were made through
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this plate. The assembly was then bolted together and surrounded by expanded
polystyrene.
Drift rates obtained with this calorimeter were rarely better than
10 3oC per min, about two orders of magnitude more than required. The
limitations seemed to be due to the geometry of the system rather than to the
instability of the ice bath. The angle subtended by the front plate at the
absorber was too great resulting in excessive radiation heat transfer. This
could also occur directly with the absorber and could have been reduced by
the interposition of radiation heat shields. Heat conduction could occur
directly by means of the brass supporting rods.
The front plate relied too much on conduction to obtain a constant
temperature, and appeared to be greatly subject to room temperature variations.
So at onee was seen the difficulty of providing a window with adequate
temperature control. The only noted limitation of the ice bath was that it
failed to remain at 0°C for a sufficiently long time (e.g. overnight), and
this caused a problem in the fact that it took a considerable length of time
for the calorimeter to equilibrate at 0°C even without evacuation. Neither
could the calorimeter be described as portable, it was cumbersome and the
ice-bath required a lot of attention. However this served its purpose in
that it provided an excellent background for the design of a second calorimeter.
2.5.2 Second calorimeter
In this calorimeter it was decided, for simplicity, to use a large
amount of thermal damping in an attempt to reduce room temperature
variations, and to abandon the thermal bath. Twin absorbers were also
employed, and although thermal matching is difficult with absorbers of such
small physical size, a certain amount of matching can still be obtained.
Figure 7
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Working at room temperature greatly increases radiation heat losses,
but simplicity has been achieved, and
pcoAoctA
sensitivity calorimeter^without such experimental complications.
Hie calorimeter is shown in figure 7. The dummy absorber
contains only one thermistor and does not contain a heating coil. It is
suspended in a similar manner to the irradiated absorber, and both are
enclosed in a vacuum flask. The vacuum flask is ideal for this purpose,
radiation heat transfer is reduced by the silvered surface, and conduction
transfer by the vacuum gap. This flask is vacuum sealed to a brass plate
by means of a neoprene washer, and is itself evacuated. The X-rays
enter through a 0.025mm aluminized •Melinex* window, which is again
vacuum sealed by a neoprene washer. The dummy absorber is suspended
behind the irradiated absorber; the absorbers are separated from each
other and from the window by 0.006mm aluminized 'Melinex* heat shields.
Conduction heat transfer from the front plate is reduced by using P.T. P.E.
rods for suspension. Electrical and vacuum connections are made through
the front plate, and the whole assembly is then enclosed in expanded
polystyrene.
2.6 Experimental situation
The X-ray tube used is a Machlett type 0EG-50-A, with a beryllium
window 1mm in thickness and a focal spot 1.5mm square. The target is made
of special high purity tungsten. The kilovoltage is continuously variable
from 0 to 50kV and the milliamperage from 0 to 30mA with the condition that
the maximum power dissipation is 800 watts. The H.T, output is stabilised
within plus or minus 50 volts over a period not exceeding 4 hours at full load,
Figure 8
OPTICAL BENCH WITH CALORIMETER IN POSITION
Figure 9















Diagram of photograph obtained at rear of
absorbers without vacuum flask in position
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and the H.T. ripple is quoted as 0.07kV per mA. Kilovoltage measurement
is made on a variable scale 'Scalamp* galvanometer whieh measures the
current through a high resistance leak across the X-ray tube. This
provides two ranges:-
1. 0 - IGkV, sensitivity 1mm = 0. IkV, f.s.d. = 100mm.
2. O - 50kV, sensitivity 1mm = 0.5kV, f.s.d. = 100mm.
Although the reproducibility of a kilovoltage setting is better than £ 1%,
absolute measurement as quoted by the manufacturers is only ivithin £ 5%.
However, the indicated kilovoltage has been checked by the Greening method (73)
and found to be accurate to £ 0.5kV.
The X-ray tube is attached to an optical bench which lies parallel
to and beneath the primary X-ray beam. The calorimeter is mounted on this
bench as shown in figure 8, and is positioned by means of a pointer at a
known position on the bench. This pointer touches a marked point on the
front of the calorimeter. Similar points are marked on all other dosimeters,
and they are so designed that in each case the distance from the front face to
the window is constant. This ensures that all dosimeters are in the same
geometrical position with respect to the X-ray beam,and that a similar amount
of air attenuation occurs in each case. The X-ray beam to be measured is
then defined by a brass aperture (figure 9), held in a stand at a known
position on the bench. Positional errors will be mainly due to inverse
square law, and it is more accurate to position the aperture in this manner
than if it were situated in the window of the calorimeter.
The calorimeter is also positioned by removing the vacuum flask
and a photograph taken behind the absorbers. The result is shown in figure 10.
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An exposure made without an aperture in position and at 20kV, gives an
outline of the absorbers in a circle formed by the calorimeter window, a
second exposure with an aperture in position and at 50kV, gives a circle
due to transmission through the absorbers. This circle is central on the
absorbers when the calorimeter is correctly aligned. This has been checked
by determining the calorimeter response to apertures of different areas
(Appendix 1.1).
Figure 11
DIAGRAM OF CONVENTIONAL WHEATSTONE BRIDGE




3.1 Sensitivity of a Wheatstone Bridge
3.1.1 Introduction
The conventional method of measuring a resistance is to use a
Wheatstone bridge. Conditions for optimum operation of this system have
long been Sought after, but no universalU>accepted theory has been developed.
In this section it is hoped that some of the difficulties involved in
computing such a theory may be clarified, and that some optimum conditions
may be found.
3.1.2 Voltage sensitivity
Figure 11 represents a simple Wheatstone bridge. E is the applied
voltage; P, Q and R are the resistances in three arms of the bridge, and
S is the variable thermistor resistance. The input resistance of the
detector is 2. One point which can immediately be stated is that, in as
far as signal detection is concerned, it is impossible to do better than to
match the output resistance of the bridge to the input resistance of the
detector.
and by the use of Thevenin's theorem, the circuit can be represented as shown
in figure 12, The out of balance voltage across 2 is then a half of that-






A small change SS in S will produce a small change 5e in e given
by
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5« - I ' Tr~7!)2*6s 3 - 3
The equation describing the behaviour of the thermistor is
3 - So exp < I ' I > 3 - 4
o
where B is a constant for the thermistor (in degrees absolute)
S is the resistance at 0 (degrees absolute)
S is the resistance at 9 (degrees absolute)
o o
Differentiating 3-4 with respect to 9 gives the change in thermistor resistance
6S for a change in temperature £9
5S - " 2| 50 3-5
0
and substituting for 5S in 3 - 3 gives
= - 55,, RS 2 3-6
50 2©2 (R + S)
It seems at first logical to define the sensitivity in this way.
5e
The result gives — = f (S,R) where S and R are independent variables.
00
Solving the simultaneous equations
d . 5ev
_ , - o
bS v 59 R ~ bR 50 S
gives a maximum at S = R. No relationship is given between the values of S
and R and the value of P and Q. This appears to be the limitation of the
theory. The condition R = S is by no means critical.
3.1.3 Power sensitivity
In any measuring system power is detected, and as power matching
has been used it is more correct to look for an optimum condition in the power
sensitivity. The change in the power developed in the detector 5P^ is given by
- 25 -
6pd - <j!r>2 3 -7
Substituting equations 3 - 1 and 3-6 for Z and 5e gives
,r B2 B2502 R2S2 RS PQ -1 „8P° ■ <77s>< ^ + 3-8
\50\W
It can at once be seen thaty^P and Q have to be less than S and R in order to
maximise SP^. It is now required to maximise
5P = i, £$£« _si_ . . 3.,
D 4 4, n3 •> *
e (R + S)
This equation does not solve to give an optimum relationship between S and
R. However, for a given value of the thermistor resistance S a maximum
is obtained with S = 2R. These conditions have been used in this work.
Once again this is not a complete analysis, and the obtained conditions are
not critical. This is shown as follows:-
Sensitivity S = 0.5R S=R S=2R S=4R
f| 88.9% 100% 88.9% 64%
6Pd 50% 84.4% 100% 86.4%
3.1.4 Thermal considerations
Obviously the sensitivity can be increased by increasing E,
but a limit to this increase is set by variations inherent in E. An
oscillator is used to supply the voltage to the bridge (3 - 2) and this is
reported to be stable to - ldB. This means that a voltage variation of
approximately - 12% can be expected. The power developed in the thermistor
is given by 2
P_ = -—— „ 3-10
(R + S)2
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Thus P can vary by i 24%, and any other variations will be small compared
to this. If the limit PT = 0.1 |j,W is set, then variations in this will be
- 0.025pW. Power measured with the calorimeter are at least a factor of
100 greater than this variation. E is thus adjusted to give P.^, = 0.1 p,W.
A further problem now arises. Can a limit to E be set
independently (as shown above), or should the sensitivity be normalised so
as to become independent of E.
3.1.5 Normalisation of the sensitivity
Hie voltage drop across the thermistor is given by
V = -SS— 3 - ii
T R + S
and normalising equation 3 - 6 by equation 3-11 gives
1 Se B
_2 R
VT 59 29 R + S
Q .
which ■—. An identical result is obtained on normalising
equation 3-9 by equation 3 - 10. However little information is obtained
from this. An interesting result is obtained by looking for optimum
p
conditions in D using a substitution method suggested by Callendar in
PT
1910. This is as follows
S = S R = ccY P = BY Q = a(3Y
where a and B are arbitary numbers, and S = Y at balance
Is *2*f Q R ,2 / PQ RS (R + s)2 _
PT 4 P + Q R + S P + Q + R+S _21 C o
Is - 1 X (QS - RP)2 (R + S)
PT " 4 3(P + Q) [PQ(R + S) + RS(P + Q)]
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Using the above substitution gives
Jj> 1 „ q(S - Y)2 (gY + S)
PT " 4 SY( 1 + a) [(3(qY + S) + S(1 + a)]
This approaches a maximum when p -> O, that is R and S » P and Q. It
is now required to maximise
Is - I « CS - Y)2 ^ q(qY + S) _ 15
P^, 4 2 „ s2T S Y (1 + q)
There is now a maximum when a->oo , that is R and Q >> P and S
Summarising R and S >> P and Q | co^scXA.\<^>.^
/ S Q . O^VV
R and Q P and S 3
R >[g> P
Yet another set of operating conditions has been found. Thus it appears
that the crux of the problem lies in the definition of the sensitivity.
Two points amplify this s-tatement.
1. When power detection is considered it is always found that
the output resistance of the bridge is determined by S and R,
that is P and Q are small compared to S and R.
2. Any normalisation by the power developed in the thermistor
results in the condition R > S. This implies that for a given
E, the power dissipation in the thermistor should be minimised
for maximum sensitivity. This is not sensible, and it is
therefore suggested that a limit to E can be set independently.
As stated, the conditions as found in 3.1.3 have been used, but it
is by no means certain that these are correct. However as the obtained
conditions are not critical, it is unlikely that any great loss in sensitivity
may have been suffered.
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3.2 Measuring Circuit
There are three basic modes of operation of a Wheatstone Bridge
1. D.C. operation, current detection
2. D.C. operation, voltage detection
3. A.C. operation
The first method was used by Kruglov and Lopatin (7). They employed a
galvanometer with a sensitivity of 10 amps per mm, but no amplification
or recording of the signal was used and galvanometer deflections were
recorded manually. An electronic galvanometer was used by Radak and
Markovic (14), but again no mention of a recording system was made.
Keene and Law (16) used a galvanometer amplifier employing photocells;
such systems are noted for their susceptibility to electrical drift, but
the authors did not seem to be troubled by this.
Certain systems have been used employing equal bridge resistances
and a high impedance voltage detector is then used. Gomberg et al. (10)
used such a configuration with a microvoltmeter as a detector. D.C.
amplifiers have been used by Milvy et al. (30) and by Laughlin et al. (6).
The d.c. out of balance voltage is chopped to produce an a.c. voltage,
and a.c. amplification followed by rectification is then used. Such
amplifiers are not reported to be as stable as direct a.c. amplifiers.
Laughlin used power matching between bridge and amplifier, but did not
consider the structure of the bridge.
A.C. systems have not been widely used. Bewley (17) employed
a low frequency (20 c/s) system. The out of balance was amplified,





resistances were all equal and power matching was not considered.
No noted analysis of the Wheatstone network has been carried out
in the literature on calorimetry. Genna and Laughlin (28) give a summary
of various conditions that have been used. Beakley (31), in a paper on the
design of thermistor thermometers with linear calibration, has considered
the sensitivity of the circuit in terms of current change per unit temperature
change. Mitvalsky (32), has pursued similar work. He produced a rather
complicated analysis for an unbalanced Wheatstone bridge, and linked his
results to those of Heaviside in 1873.
The electrical circuit used for measuring temperature changes
inside the calorimeter is shown in figure 13. As the ratio of the arras in
the bridge is 2:1, it is necessary to have two thermistors in one arm of the
bridge. and are the thermistors in the irradiated absorber and T, is
the thermistor in the dummy absorber. These are situated in opposing arms
of the bridge, and all are nominally lOkft at room temperature. The other
two arms have to be small in resistance compared to the thermistors, and
are 1000ft and 500ft. The 1000ft is variable in steps of 0.001ft,
The out of balance signal from the bridge is amplified, and the
output impedance of the bridge is matched to the input impedance of the amp¬
lifier by a transformer. The output impedance of the bridge as given by
equation 3 - 1 is 7kft, and this has to be matched to 300kft. The primary
to secondary turns ratio of the transformer required must therefore be
:1, or 6.5:1.
The circuit is a conventional a.c. bridge. A.C. was preferred to
d.c. because greater sensitivity is obtained through the impedance matching
of detectors. Furthermore a.c. voltages are easier to amplify, and a
better signal to noise ratio can be obtained by the use of a phase sensitive
Figure 14







detector. The voltage supplied to the bridge, and hence the power developed
in the thermistors, can be varied by the resistance R . The frequency of
tit
the voltage was optimised at approximately lkcps. Higher frequencies lead
to a shunting effect by the various capacitances in the circuit, while lower
frequencies give rise to a large amount of flicker noise, consists of
a decade capacitance box and a lOQOpF air spaced variable in parallel, and a
balance position is obtained by varying and R_. The switch enables the
thermistor T^ to be replaced by a variable resistance so that the combined
resistance of T and T can be measured. All electrical connections in the
JL 6
system are made with low noise coaxial cable.
The amplifier (LA 365) is manufactured by Brookdeal Electronics and
has been developed for use in conjunction with the Brookdeal phase sensitive
detector (PD 629). It has low hum and noise levels and there is no phase
shift for amplification between 10 cps and 10 kcps. The voltage amplification
is performed by three ECC 83 double triodes connected in cascade to give a
six stage amplifier with a variable gain from 20 dB to 95 dB.
An essential requirement for the efficient operation of the phase
sensitive detector is that the reference and signal voltages are in phase.
The reference voltage is taken straight from the oscillator and the phase
is altered to that of the signal voltage by means of the capacitor in
conjunction with the input impedance of the phase sensitive detector.
Hie phase sensitive detector acts on the principle of the synchronous
switch as shown in figure 14. The signal and reference voltages are
periodically switched into a lead resistor, the frequency and phase of the
switching determined by the reference voltage. The switch acts as a
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Figure 16
ELECTRICAL CALIBRATION CIRCUIT IN OPERATION
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reference. When the signals are in phase half-wave rectification is achieved,
and when in quadrature there is no rectification. When they are out of phase
the d.c. output is proportional to V cos a. The phase-sensitive detector
s o:
uses a balanced switching circuit, two way switch, two load resistors and
hence provides full wave rectification. Noise voltages appear as a.c.
voltages across the load resistor and so the response of the system to noise
depends on the time constant T of the d.c. measuring device. So the phase
sensitive detector acts as a rectifier of bandwidth -j and enables signals to
be picked up from within noise.
The d.c. measuring device used is a Servoscribe potentiometric
recorder, with a variable full scale deflection from 20 volts to 800 p.volts.
The phase sensitive detector provides a balanced output about earth, so the
time constant of the recorder can be increased by connecting capacitors
across this output. An oscilloscope is used to look at the signal after it
has been amplified. This provides a visual means of balancing the bridge,
enables a check to be kept on the hum level in the system, and provides a
means of ensuring that the reference and signal voltages are in phase.
Since this system has been built and successfully operated it has been noted
that a similar system has been described by Quigg (33) for use in calorimetry.
3.3 Electrical calibration circuit
The electrical calibration circuit shown in figure 15 is a simple
potentiometer. By adjusting the 2k ft and 100ft variable resistors until
no current flows through the galvonometer G , ten volts is standardised
across the series resistance of R and R and hence across R . A voltage
X u J
can then be tapped from R^ across the heater resistance R^, and the voltage
across R^ must be standardised after this tap has been made. The circuit
32 -
can then be represented as in figure 16.
The voltage V is given by
V - 10V/sh
— volts
(10 - r3) + R3//\
V - 10R3Rh
—4 2 V°ltS
1° cr3 * V - R3
The power W developed in the coil is given by
V2
W = — watts
R 2R 2 x 1Q8
W = 3 h
"h [104(R3 + V ' R32]
p, watts
Rh
W = —— — — p watts
- HiL R, J10
Hence W can be evaluated for various values of R, and R„.h 3
The resistance of the heating coil was measured by using a
conventional Wheatstone bridge and found to be 39,830 - 2H. A correction
was made for approximately 3cm of wire which lay between the absorber and
the supporting brass annulus, and R in the above equation taken ash
39,700 ± 100ft (i.e. - 0.25%).
Figure17
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4.1 Total absorption calculations
In any measurements made with the calorimeter it is essential that
total absorption is achieved. This is readily calculated for a monochromatic
beam of X-rays but not so easily calculated for a heterogenous beam. Total
absorption must, in the first instance be defined, and in this work 99.9%
absorption will be considered as total absorption. It is essential that
the minimum thickness of absorber, consistent with total absorption, is used,
so that sensitivity may be maximised.
A typical 30kV spectrum (34) from the tube is shown in figure 17.
Let the X-ray spectrum be divided up into n energy intervals dE, with mean
energies E,, E . ..... E E . In each energy interval dE there are1 2 r n
2
g (E) photons per cm per keV at a mean energy E . Hence the total energy
r r
2
per cm in the beam is











where I is the incident intensity
o
and It is the transmitted intensity.
Figure IS









Gold is used as the absorbing element, and figure 18 shows the
variation of — with energy for gold (35). The spectrum is divided into
P




is evaluated as shown in Table 3.
Table 3





















5E x exp (-
p 5 pt
6 0.80 x 1010 9.60xl010 0.069 455 0.069 exp ( - 8800t)
8 1.24 19.84 0.143 215 0.14 3 exp ( - 4150t)
10 1.40 28.00 0.203 122 0.203 exp ( - 2350t)
12 1.10 26.40 0.190 188 0.190 exp ( - 3620t)
14 0.49 13.72 0.099 170 0.099 exp ( - 3280t)
16 0.34 10.88 0.078 150 0.078 exp ( - 2890t)
18 0.24 8.64 0.063 105 0.063 exp ( - 2130t)
20 0.18 7.20 0.052 80 0.052 exp ( - 1540t)
22 0.13 5.72 0.041 62 0.O41 exp ( - 1200t)
24 0.09 4.32 O.031 50 0.031 exp ( - 965t)
26 0.05 2.60 0.019 41 0.019 exp ( - 791t)
28 0.02 1.12 O.008 34 0.008 exp ( - 656t)
30 0.01 0.60 0.004 28 0.004 exp ( - 54Ot)
Assuming 99.9% absorption then = 0.001, and as the sum of column 6 is
't
, then 0.069 exp ( - 8800t) + 0.143 exp ( - 4150t)
o
+ 0.004 exp ( - 54Ot) - 0.001
Figure 19







This equation cannot be directly solved, but by evaluating the left
hand side for various values of t it can be solved by extrapolation.











Hie thickness of gold used was 0.0075cm and this will stop 99.98% of 30kV
X-rays. Thinner absorbers could be used for X-rays produced at lower
voltages, but constructional difficulties are then encountered.
2 Required sensitivity
It is hoped to measure beams of lOkV to 30kV X-rays with the
absorber and calorimeter already described. Assuming that the energy of




the expected temperature rise over a short period of time can be calculated.
The temperature rise produced in the steady state can be evaluated from
equation 1-6.
0co - © = yo L
and the results so obtained are shown in "Ikble 5.
Figure 20
ESTIMATION OF TIME CONSTANT FROM COOLING CURVE
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Table 5
Initial Slope Steady State Temp.
Input power
(watts)

















In order to measure an input power of lpW, a temperature change
—4o
of 9.54 x 10 C per rain, would have to be measured. The background
temperature drift rate should be small compared to this temperature change
(i.e. about 1% or 10 5oC per min.)
4.3 Estimation of time constant
k
The time constant of the system is given by T = —. k is 0.063
L
joules per °C (3-3), and L is 262pW per °C (2 - 4).
Therefore T 0.063 ,T * aeTT-iS6 secs
T = 240 sees
This means that in four minutes the temperature rise of the absorber, for
any input power, will be 63% of the temperature rise achieved at
equilibrium.
The time constant can also be determined experimentally. Figure 20
represents a typical cooling curve for the calorimeter, t^ is time taken to
cool from © to 9, and t the time to cool from 9, to 9„ where
o 1 2 12
9,-9 =9-9 exp (- ,li )Is os f
37 -
and 9„ - 9 = 9,-9 exp ( - — - )2 s Is T
*1 t2
Now exp ( ~ ) + exp ( - — )
9-9 9.-9
= o s 2 s
9-9 + 9-9
Is Is
9 +9 - 29




t, t 2 t_ t 2
Therefore ( 1 + ~ + —-s ) + ( 1 - + ——r ) ■ 2 it ^ ^ ^
2T
, T 2T2 ' T>T
. * t '2*1 * ~ " *2 " —T
«• 2 + 2
T = tl + c2
2(t2 " tl)
Table 6 gives values of and taken from a typical cooling curve.
Table 6






0.45 0.50 0.05 0.453 4.53
0.50 0.57 0.07 0.575 4.11
0.57 0.67 1.00 0.774 3.87
0.67 0.80 0.13 1.089 4.19
0.80 1.00 0.20 1.640 4.10
1.00 1.40 0,40 2.960 3.70
1.40 2.02 0.62 6.040 • 00
This gives an average value for T of 4.20 mins ( = 252 sees) in excellent
agreement with theoretical calculations.
Figure 21




4.4 Effect of vacuum arid twin absorbers
Hie equipment used to evacuate the calorimeter is a combined
rotary and diffusion pump manufactured by Edwards High Vacuum Ltd.
("Speedivac"). The rotary pump is capable of producing a vacuum of
mm £)
5 x 10 'mm Hg, and the diffusion pump a vacuum of 5 x 10 mm Hg. This
system stands beneath the table on which the calorimeter, optical bench
and X-ray tube are mounted, and is connected to the calorimeter by means of
a flexible pipe.
The thermal conductivity of air at atmospheric pressure is
-4 o
3.5 x 10 watts per cm per C, If, as in 2.4,3 the air conduction path
is taken to be 1cm, then the heat lost Q from the absorber is given by
Q = kA (A = 8 sq.cm.)
—3 o
Q = 2.8 x 10 watts per C.
A comparison with the results obtained in 2.4.3 shows that a reduction of the
air pressure to 5 x 10 ^mm Hg reduces conduction heat transfer by a factor of
140, and total heat transfer by a factor of 13. With air at atmospheric
pressure drift rates of better than 10 3°C per min. were never obtainable.
«4o
These drift rates were reduced to 10 C per min. by evacuation of the
calorimeter.
The introduction of a dummy absorber into the calorimeter
effectively reduced the background drift rate by a factor of 5, so drift
rates of about 2 x 10 3°C per min. could readily be obtained.
4.5 Sensitivity of the system
Once again it seemed feasible that the majority of heat transfer
which took place between the room and the absorber was through the window
and the brass surroundings at the front of the calorimeter. Heat transfer
in the calorimeter can be represented by a simple electrical analogue as
shown in figure 21. A periodic variation of amplitude ©1 and frequency a)
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occurs on the inner surface of the calorimeter jacket. The calorimeter
can be represented as an integrating circuit with a time constant T = RC,
and a similar temperature variation of amplitude 9^ appears at the absorber,
Prom figure 21
V"' * 13c (13c * R>"1 V"'
•a(») - L^p2 (u)
1 + 0) T
therefore 8
t _ T
( — ) - < - — ) + (- — )
1 1 + U) T 1+cjT
1 A
= ( )2
91 i + UV
If <JT 1, then 9 = 9 , and variations^in the temperature of the inner surface
Ci X
of the jacket will eventually appear at the absorber. Diurnal temperature
variations are approximately £ 1°C, and these are reduced by a factor of 100
r
by the calorimeter jacket, resulting in an average drift rate of approximately
2 x 10 5° C per min. If »T )) |f then # m -~- © . A good thermostat would
& Oi) J. X
provide a temperature variation of £ 10 2°C (= with a time period of
10 sees (= —), As calculated T = 250 sees, therefore ©„ = £ 4 x 10 4°C.
u 2
This corresponds to an average drift rate of 5 x 10 ^°C per min, and thus the
drift rate over a short period of time is much worse than that obtained by the
use of thermal damping. It is conceivable that thermostatic control of the
air surrounding the calorimeter would lead to better temperature control, but
this is not readily amenable to calculation. With the obtained drift rates,
input powers of lpW could be measured, and input powers of O.Olp'.V detected.
The adiabatic expansion caused by evacuating the calorimeter
resulted in a drop of temperature of 2 to 3°C, and it was necessary to wait
- 40
for about two hours for the calorimeter to be completely operational. The
air pressure inside the calorimeter can be exchanged rapidly betiveen backing
«»3 6
pressure (5 x 10 nun) and diffusion pressure (5 x 10 mm), and this is used
to aid cooling of Hie absorber.
The room in which the calorimeter was operated had no temperature
control and hence diurnal temperature variations also varied from day to day.
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CHAPTER 5
ESTIMATION OF ENERGY LOSS
DUE TO SCATTERED RADIATION
5.1 Introduction.
The X-ray linear attenuation coefficient p of any material can be
considered as being made up of three parts - one due to photoelectric
absorption T» one due to all types of scattering a and one due to pair
production k.
(i = T + o + k
Photoelectric absorption occurs when a photon imparts all its
energy to an electron in an atom, thus ionizing the atom and resulting in
complete annihilation of the photon. The atom may deionise by an electron
falling from an outer shell into a vacancy in an inner shell, with the
consequent release of a characteristic photon of lower energy.
Scattering may be inelastic (known as incoherent or Compton
scattering), or elastic (known as coherent or Rayleigh scattering). Compton
scattering occurs when a photon strikes a free electron. The free electron
recoils with a particular energy, and the photon is scattered with a
corresponding reduction in energy. A quantum mechanical treatment of this
leads to the Klein-Nishina formula. Rayleigh scattering occurs when the
photon is deflected with no loss in energy. Pair production does not occur
for photons with energies of less than 1.022 MeV.
In the low energy X-ray region, photoelectric absorption is
considerably larger than the absorption due to scattering, although Rayleigh
scattering can become important at very low energies. Although this work
essentially consists of totally absorbing a particular X-ray beam, the
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characteristic and scattered photons produced by the above events may not be
reabsorbed by the medium. Thus a fraction of the total incident energy will
not be recorded. It is necessary to estimate this fraction for every X-ray
beam and for every absorbing medium used in this work.
This problem may be approached experimentally or theoretically. It
appears however, that an experimental determination would in itself be a major
problem. Such a determination will only be necessary if theoretical results
indicate that a large correction has to be applied. To simplify theoretical
calculations it is assumed that a monochromatic pencil beam of X-rays is
incident upon a cylinder of thickness T and radius a. The thickness T of
the absorbing medium is sufficiently large to absorb at least 99.9% of the
energy in the primary beam. The scatter losses can be divided into five
parts each of which will be considered in turn.
a) Photoelectric backscatter through the front face of the cylinder, having
an isotropic distribution.
b) Photoelectric sidescatter through the cylinder walls.
c) Compton and Rayleigh backscatter. In the energy range up to 30 keV,
the energy lost by a photon involved in a Compton interaction is small
(e.g. a 10 keV photon when scattered through 180° has an energy of 9.5
keV). Thus the Compton process is very similar to classical scattering,
and the angular distribution of scattered photons is also very similar
2
to the classical 1 + cos 0 distribution.
d) Compton and Rayleigh sidescatter.
e) Forward scatter due to the above processes, which, because T is
sufficiently large, is negligible.
Figure 22




A monoenergetic beam of Nq photons per cm per sec. is incident
upon the cylinder as shown in figure 22. At a depth z inside the cylinder
(z < T), there are N photons per cm per sec., and if the linear attenuation
coefficient for the primary beam is p , then
N = N exp ( -pz) ........5-1
o
2
X(0) is the photoelectric cross section at this energy in cm per
unit solid angle for scattering of the incident photon at an angle 0.
The fluorescent yield of the shell in question is w and the number of
2
characteristic photons per cm per sec. (dN*>, emitted by a volume of unit
area and thickness dz, between 0 and 0 + d0 is then
dN' = N exp ( -pz) dz a) T(0) 5 - 2
R2
As dr = R d0 and R2 = r2 +. z2
then 2-tr dr _ ^ g£n 0 ^
R2
T
Assuming an isotropic distribution T(0) = v~ » a*id equation 5-2 gives4 it
N
dN' = _o exp ( —pz) dz o> fsin 0 d0
2
If p' is the linear absorption coefficient for the characteristic radiation,
2
then the number of photons per cm per sec. which escape from the absorber bet¬
ween 0 and 0 + d0 is dN" where
*
dN" = dN' exp ( " 5 - 4
cos 0/
1 '*
dN" = — N cof exP ~z (p + ^ 1 ^ ) sin 0d0dz ..... 5-52 o cos 0
-1 aThis equation has to be integrated over the limits of 0 = 0 to 0 = tan —,
which presents difficulties.
As most of the backscatter occurs from the volume very near to the front face,
Figure 23
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it is reasonable to assume that the surface appears infinite, and integrate




N" = | No^w J exp -z ( |j, + ) sin 0 d 0 d z 5-6
z = 0 0=0
Integrating with respect to z gives
N" = ; N fo ,& o
- - 'T
/2 sin 0 d 0 , „ f2 sin 0 exp (—d0jp - exp (- pT) I cos 0
.0=0 11 + cos 0 0=0 y + -j;- %1 cos V)
As exp (-pT) = 0.001, the second term in this integration can be disregarded
N" = i N fu2 °
u
2 sin 0 d 0
'0=0 ^ + cos 0
Substituting cos 0 = x, and integrating
N" = 4 N (o ^ < 1 - In (1 + )] 5-7
JL
2 o P {1 - £ ln (1 - £ >}
The percentage energy lost be is required, so photon flux must be converted




ijijhv) r j ^ ln 1 u i
nvc) n n- j
hv is the energy of the incident radiation
o
hv is the energy of the characteristic radiation
The variation of 1 - — ln ( 1 + ■^-) with is shown in figure 23.
p p p
5.3 Photoelectric sidescatter
This is shown schematically in figure 24. A characteristic photon
a
produced at the point X will then have to travel a distance r = ■—:—w in
sin 0
IT




rVARIATION OF Ja Sin 0 e
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order to escape detection. Tne limits of integration again cause a problem,
and there are two methods of looking at the limits over which 0 should be
integrated. Assuming an infinite cylindrical surface, then
Tt
r 2
1. J will underestimate the energy loss due to sidescatter and also
0 = O
underestimate the total energy loss.
It
2. J will overestimate the energy loss due to sidescatter and similarly
0 a O
overestimate the total energy loss.
Hie two results obtained will simply differ by a factor of two in the
estimation of the sidescatter energy loss, and the true result will lie
between these two results.
If sidescatter can be neglected (as will be shown to be the case
with the calorimeter), then no problem arises. However, with other
dosimeters both of these integrations must be considered, and their
respective merits discussed. In the following theory I has been
0=0
used, and equation 5-5 now gives
t n
_ A n To) / / exp ( -Liz - ) sin 0 d 0 d z 5 -2 o / ,/ sin 0
z =s 0 0=0
Integrating with respect to z gives
M" = "r N oi - ( 1 - exp (- pT)\ f sin 0 exp ( va ^ ) d 02 ° M. I J0 = 0 Sin 0
Again f = p. , and exp ( - pT) = 0.001, therefore
n
100 cj (hv) ^ , d'a N ^be = ■—-r. r I sin 0 exp ( :——: ) d0 % 5-10
(nvo> I sin 0
0=0
This integral is evaluated for various values of P'a in figure 25.
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5.4 Compton and Raylelgh Backscatter
Assume no energv change in scattering, that is p' = M and hv = hv.
o
o(0) is the coherent + incoherent cross section per unit solid angle for
the incident radiation. Equation 5-2 gives
dN* = N exp ( - |iz) dz 0(0) .'fof dr 5 - 11
° R2
Assuming a 1 + cos2 0 distribution, then - ^(.5^ - *-(V-v <^o%~ ^
it <*"n~
a (i + Cos2 0) = a (0) f 2it sin 0 (1 + cos2 0) d 0
°
2









Equation 5-11 now gives
&rr 2
dN* = N exp (-pz) dz -r-~ ( 1 + cos 0) 2-rt sin 0 d 0 5-12
o Ion:
Combining equations 5-4 and 5-12 gives
dN" = •§ N o exp l-pz (1 + —j )\ sin 0(1 + cos*" 0) d 0 dz
(_ cos 0 \8 o
and integrating over the same limits gives
3 *
N" =
8 Vj2 sin 0 (1 + cos2 0) J exp p z (1 + d z d 0
0=0 z * 0
5-13
Integrating with respect to z
w
N" = | N of2 sin 0 (1 + cos2 0) 1 Si ~ exp - pT(l + -~=)1 d 0° J ^(1 + ^0}l COS0 J
0=0
Figure 26
^•ap *■ _ »
VARIATION OF ^ (2 sin 0 - sin^ 0) e S"''n ^d0 WITH (j.*a
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N" - | N cos 0 sin g (1 | cos20) d 0 9-148 o p I 1 + cos 0
J0 - 0
Substituting cos © = x and integrating by parts gives
Ml" = N x 0.168 - 5-15
o M-
As there is no energy change on scattering, then
5e - 16.8 (—) % 5-16
M*
5,5 Compton and Rayleigh sidescatter
2
In this calculation a 1 4- cos 0 distribution is again assumed.
The geometrical assumptions are the same as in 5 - 3, and equation 5-9 now
gives
T it
N" » N / / exp (—(j.z - "■■■ * m ) 0(0) 2x sin 0 d 0 dz ..... 5-17
o J J sin 0
z ~ 0 0=0
Substituting for a(0) gives
T it
N" = ~ N of exp (-pz) dz / sin 0 (1 + cos2 0) exp(~—r) d 0not J fin so
z = O 0=0
Integrating with respect to z
N" - '= •" V ~ 1 / sin 0 (1 + cos20) exp ("v *S ) d 08 o p r J sin 0^ -J nt —0=0
Once again exp (-pT) can be neglected, therefore the percentage energy loss
is given by
n
be rn 75 (~)J (2 sin 0 - sin3 0) exp d 0 5-18
0=0
This integral is evaluated for various values of n' a in figure 26.
Figure 27
VARIATION OFAS. % WITH ENERGY FOR PHOTOELECTRIC BACKSCATTER FROM GOLD
Energy (KeV)
Figure 28
























VARIATION OFA £- % WITH ENERGY FOR COMPTON + RAYLEIGH BACKSCATTER FROM GOLD
Figure 30
VARIATION OFA>t % WITH ENERGY FOR TOTAL BACKSCATTER FROM GOLD
Energy (KeV)
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5.6 Conclusions and results
Combining equations 5-8, 5 - 10, 5-16 and 5 - .18 gives the
total percentage energy lost from the absorber as





(1 - ^ In (1 + + 2 f sin 0 exp " ) d 0
M- p' J J sin 0





In calculating the energy lost from the gold absorber in the calorimeter
sidescatter can be completely neglected. However this has been evaluated
here for the sake of completeness and will be used later (Chapter 8).
Figure 27 shows the variation of the percentage energy lost with
incident energy for gold due to photoelectric backscatter (calculated from
equation 5-8). This increased with decreasing energy until the L
absorption edge of gold is reached, however at lower energies it is negligible.
In this calculation u)_ was taken as 0.38 (35), and for L „ radiation as
L p a
2
133 cm /gram (9.71 keV)(37). Photoelectric sidescatter is negligible for
u' 2
large values of p'a (figure 25). In this particular example = 133 cm /gram,P
3
p = 19.3 grams/cm and a = 1 cm, therefore p'a = 2570, and is certainly
negligible. For the same reason Compton and Rayleigh sidescatter can
be neglected.
Figure 28 shows the variation of the coherent + incoherent cross-
section with energy (38). This was used in conjunction with figure 18 to
evaluate the energy loss due to Compton and Rayleigh backscatter, and the
result is shown in figure 29. By combining figures 27 and 29, the
solution to equation 5 - 19 is obtained and is shown in figure 30.
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Table 7 shows the calculation of the energy lost by a heterogenous
beam of X-rays. Columns 1 and 2 represent the 30 kVp spectrum used in 4.1.
Column 3 represents the percentage energy lost be at tne various mean
energies of the spectrum. 6E6e over all mean energies gives the total
energy loss due to scatter, which is 1.73% for 30 kVp X-rays.
Table 7




per 2 keV interval
5E
% energy lost due to
scatter (from fig. 3.0)
be
bE be
6 0.069 0.232 0.016
8 0.143 0.395 0.056
10 0.203 0.600 0.122
12 0.190 0.830 0.158
.14 0.099 5.60 0.554
16 0.078 4.15 0.324
18 0.063 3.10 0.195
20 0.052 2.45 0.127
22 0.041 1.97 0.081
24 0.031 1.65 0.051
26 0.019- 1.45 0.028
28 0.008 1.36 0.011
30 0.004 1.29 0.005
Similar calculations were carried out for beams generated at peak voltages
of 10, 15, 20 and 25 kV, using typical spectra obtained (34). The results





% energy lost due
to backscatter
10 negligible
15 0.5 t 0.1
20 m - 0.3
25 1.6 i 0.3
30 1.7 ± 0.4
Figure 31
MONITOR CHAMBER




































1 Monitoring of X-ray beam
A continual variation of X-ray tube output occurs due to kilovoltage
and milliamperage drifts, and on any day the output appears to decrease with
operational time. These produce random scatter in the calorimeter results,
and in order to reduce this scatter an independent but simultaneous
measurement must be made of the X-ray tube output. It is essential that
as far as possible the same quality beam is monitored as that which the
calorimeter is measuring. This is even more critical with low energy X-rays
because of the rapid variation of interaction cross-sections with energy.
The monitor used in this work is a small ionization chamber shown
in figure 31. It consists of a small brass chamber with a •Melinex" entrance
window. A potential difference of - 600 volts (sufficient to achieve
saturation) is applied between this chamber and a central electrode.
Perspex insulation surrounds the chamber, and connection is made by means
of a P.T.F.E. socket. The monitor chamber is then mounted on the rear of
a brass disc, and the whole assembly screwed into the X-ray tube head as
shown in figure 32. The total spread of the X-ray beam is 44°, hence it is
possible to produce a secondary beam for monitoring provided it is taken at
an angle of less than 22° to the primary beam.
Hie current from the monitor chamber is integrated by means of the
circuit shown in figure 33. The current from the chamber is allowed to
charge up a 0.5p.F capacitor. The voltage produced is backed off by the
standard voltage source described in 3.4, the electrometer being used as a
null detector. This measuring system has an accuracy of better than 0.1%.
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The voltage developed across the capacitor is a measure of the total X-ray
output, and when divided by the time of integration, will from now on be
referred to as the 'monitor unit*.
6.2 Experimental procedure
Assuming that heat losses in the calorimeter system remain constant,
then the temperature rise produced by a particular input power will always
be constant. However results, when obtained in the kinetic, semi-adiabatic
<
„ >
and temperature rise after a measured time methods, are initially expressed
in divisions of recorder scale. It is therefore necessary to calibrate the
recorder scale, that is, convert divisions of recorder scale to °C. This
is done in the following manner.
D z-d£V\ x 1 ,JL.\ x m /°C\ N C *
X • y -r \ j • / \ A / \ t /
mm L div s2 min
The sensitivity L is obtained by determining the response of
the recorder to a resistance switch in the variable arm of the bridge. M
is governed by the non-linearity of the thermistor resistance over variations
in the operation temperature of the system. Equation 3-5 gives
5S = " — 5©
©^
Therefore _2
" - I " *tf
©2
i.e. M a — and each result has to be normalized by
S
multiplying by the absolute temperature squared, and dividing by the
resistance of the thermistors in the irradiated absorber; the former of















































































where L is expressed in divisions oer ohm.
Electrical calibration responses so obtained are divided by the
input power to give a calibration constant. The X-ray responses are
normalised by the monitor unit to give a constant for a particular X-ray beam.
A procedure of alternating calibration and X-ray exposures is adopted, and
the beam energy in ergs per monitor unit evaluated from the mean of these
calibration and X-ray runs.
6.3 Comparison of various methods
The X-ray beam used in this comparison was generated at 30kV and
25mA, although typical recorder traces illustrating the various methods were
taken at 20kV and 25mA. The aperture used was nominally 0.178 sq.cm.
3
( /16 ins diameter).
6.3.1 Kinetic method
A typical experimental heating and cooling curve for the calorimeter
d©
is shown in figure 34, —- is obtained at known values of 9 - © by drawingdt o
d©
tangents to the curve, and q extrapolated by the method of least
o
squares. This is carried out for each individual result. The sensitivity
is obtained from the 10(2 switch at the beginning of the recorder trace, and
the resistance of the thermistors is determined as described in 3.2. Results
are shown in Table 9.
The irradiation times were measured by a stopwatch. After a five
minute heating run, the time taken to cool to equilibrium temperature is
approximately twenty minutes. This can be reduced to about five minutes by
switching off the diffusion pump. However it is improbable that an
Figure35
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individual run can be carried out in less than fifteen minutes, and a
further fifteen minutes are required to evaluate the result.
Time per run = 30 mins.
Total time to obtain result = 4 hours.
6.3.2 Semi-adiabatic method
The recorder trace obtained in a semi-adiabatic run is shown in
figure 35. Hie correction to be applied from the initial drift rate was
always small enough to be neglected. Heating and cooling slopes were
measured by drawing the best straight line. Results are shown in Table 10.
As heating periods are short there is no advantage in assisting cooling by
switching off the diffusion pump. Hie results are calculated quickly, but
normalisation and calibrationreadings have to be taken. Irradiation times
were again measured by a stopwatch.
Time per run = 15 mins.
Total time to obtain result = 2 hours.
6.3.3 Temperature rise after a measured time
The time chosen for the heating period was two minutes. The
temperature rise obtained is effectively measured by backing off the
recorded out of balance voltage with a standardised voltage (3 - 4 ). A
sensitivity measurement can be made in the same way. The sensitivity of the
recorder can be increased near to switching off the input power, and so
greater accuracy in the determination of this critical point can be obtained.
A typical response is shown in figure 36. The initial recorded drift is
extrapolated over the heating period, and an estimation of the background
temperature at the time of switching off the input power so obtained.
Results are shown in Table 11. Cooling was assisted by switching off the
diffusion pump, and again results could be rapidly evaluated.
Figure 37
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Time per run = 15 mins.
Total time to obtain result = 2 hours
6.3,4 Thermal cycling
The absorber was heated to a temperature above the surroundings
where the heating and cooling rates were approximately equal. The recorder
sensitivity was then adjusted until the pen travelled full scale deflection
in approximately 20 sees (less than 0.1T).
A jig held two reed switches near the extremities of the recorder
trace above the recorder pen, and a magnet was fixed to the pen. Tne reed
switches were connected in parallel with a toggle switch and a timer input,
as shown in figure 37. The timer was a Panax type T.300 mains frequency
controlled, and was switched on when the input was short-circuited. The
reed switches close for about 2 sees when the magnet passes beneath.
When the pen passed beneath the first reed, the timer switched on
and the toggle was manually closed. Hence when the first reed opened again
the timer stayed on. When the pen was directly under the second reed,
(i.e. second reed closed), the toggle was opened, and the timer switched off
by the second reed opening. The reverse procedure was carried out in
cooling. Although this system is only semi-automatic, it is 100% reliable
and completely flexible.
Heating and cooling times can thus be measured to i 0.01 sees.
There is no need to wait for the absorber to attain equilibrium, alternate
heating and cooling slopes can be measured at will. Neither is there any
need for sensitivity measurement or normalisation. Results are shown in
Table 12.
Time to obtain result = 20 mins.












Kinetic 230.0 i 2.1 10.26 £ 0.07 240




232.4 £ 0.6 10.32 £ 0.03 120
Thermal cycling 231.8 £ 1.2 10.28 £ 0.03 20
Hie error quoted above is the standard deviation on the arithmetical mean.
When the results obtained in p.W are normalised by the monitor the divergence
of the result using the semi-adiabatic method is removed. The method of
thermal cycling is considered to be the best for the following reasons.
1. The standard deviation obtained on the mean is comparable with other
methods.
2. The time taken to record and analyse results is much shorter.
3. There is no subjective error introduced by this particular method of
measuring heating and cooling times, a digital output is obtained.
Hie limitation of this method, as it was used, is that monitor integration
times had to be measured by a stopwatch. A facility allowing the monitor
to be integrated over the actual measured time of the X-ray heating,
should reduce random errors in the system.
Table14






































































































6.4 Energy fluence measurements of various X-ray beams
Tables 14 and 15 show the reproducibility of calorimetric
measurements on different days obtained by the method of thermal cycling.
3
Hie defining aperture ( /16 ins. diameter) and the calorimeter were
removed between each observation. The X-ray tube was moved and the monitor
chamber fixing device was screwed out of the tube head on various occasions.
Comparison of these two tables shows the reduction in scatter produced by
normalisation by the monitor unit. Ihe standard deviation on the mean of
>
the five observations is about - 0.25% in each case.
Systematic errors arise from two sources. Firstly the error
involved in the backscatter correction is estimated in 5-6, and secondly
the error in the electrical calibration is given in 3.3 as - 0,25%.
Table 16 shows the average response for each ofthe above beams with the
estimated fraction of energy backscattered included in the results. Hie









lOkV 30mA 3.103 - 0.011 0.36
15kV 30mA 5.781 - 0.023 0.39
20kV 25mA 7.652 - 0.035 0.46
25kV 15mA 9.075 ± 0.049 0.54
30kV 10mA 10.33 ± 0.06 0.56
30kV 25mA 10.45 ± 0.05 0.51
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6.5 Limitations and possible improvements
The largest source of error in the above results is due to uncertainties
in the spectral distributions. Various distributions peaking at different
energies were used to estimate these errors. A programme of work is at present
being carried out to estimate these spectra more accurately.
The two factors which can limit the sensitivity of a calorimeter are
noise and thermal drift, and the latter is the dominant factor in this system.
2
The smallest power measured corresponds to an intensity of 1.75p watts per cm
Q
at the absorber. A temperature drift rate of 10 C per min was always
obtainable. This is equivalent to an input power of 0.1 p. W, corresponding
2
to an intensity of 0,025 pW per cm" at the absorber. Therefore intensities
2
of less than 1 p W per cm could probably be measured with this system. By
using a liquid nitrogen bath, radiation heat losses could be greatly reduced
as shown (2.4.4), and the thermal time constant would increase. Thermal
matching of the absorbers is difficult due to their small size, and a double





When X-rays interact with a gas their energy is transformed into
the kinetic energy of moving electrons, and it is these electrons which ionize
the gas. The number of ions produced by the direct action of X-rays is small
compared with those produced by these secondary electrons.
In photoelectric interactions the X-ray energy goes into the kinetic
energy of ejected photoelectrons, and into the potential energy of the excited
atoms remaining. These excited states are short lived, anddecay with the
emission of Ailjer electrons or X-rays characteristic of the gas. A Compton
interaction in the low energy X-ray region, results in only a small fraction
of the incident photon energy being transferred to the recoil electron.
However these recoil electrons, together with photoelectrons and Auger
electrons may subsequently lose their energy in the formation of ions, or
in the excitation of atoms. Classically scattered X-rays are eventually
absorbed by one of the above processes, assuming that the dimensions of the
absorbing volume of gas are sufficiently large.
There is a minimum energy that an electron must have in order to
ionize an atom. This is the ionization potential I of the atom in question,
and equal to the binding energy of the outermost electron shell. Electrons
with energy less than I, lose their energy in processes other than ionization.
This energy, together with energy going into the excitation of atoms,
constitute 'wasted1 energy from the point of view of ion yield. Hence W
(the average energy required to produce an ion pair) is always greater than I.
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7.2 The choice of argon
Non-electronegative gases are those in which the probability of
electron attachment to form a heavy negative ion is small. Argon is such a
gas, and thus the chances of columnar recombination are small and
saturation is usually achieved very quickly. Argon has a relatively high
photoelectric cross-section in the low energy X-ray region, and thus total
absorption may be possible. This together with its inertness, cheapness and
availability make it ideal for this ionization chamber work.
It has long been known (39) that small amounts of impurities can
appreciably lower the W value of a gas, and in argon this is due to
metastable levels in the atom at 11.6 eV and 14 eV. These have
sufficient lifetime to allow collisions to occur between them and the
contaminating gas, resulting in possible ionization of the contaminating
gas. Table 17, reproduced in part from Hurst, Bortner and Glick (39)
shows that the most likely contaminants have little effect on the W values
for a particles in argon.
Table 17
Gas
MIN W for mixture






Carbon dioxide 26.0 34.5
Hydrogen No effect 37.0
Nitrogen No effect 36.6
Oxygen 26.0 32.2
Water 25.2 37.7
The argon used was commercially produced by British Oxygen, and quoted as
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99.995% pure. No elaborate purification was undertaken, but the argon was
passed through silica gel to remove any water vapour. Various cylinders of
gas were used to see if consistent results were obtained.
7.3 Theoretical evaluations of W
Theoretical evaluation of W has been carried out for hydrogen
and helium. Initial calculations predicted a correlation between W and I
which was not supported by experimental results. Fano (40), by evaluating
an effective atomic number of hydrogen and helium (by considering electron
screening), removed this correlation, and by using Fanofs data Erskine (41)
carried out an adequate theoretical evaluation of W for the case of pure helium.
Theoretical analysis of higher atomic number gases, or gases which are not pure,
is not possible at present. Valentine and Curran (42) have reviewed
theoretical and experimental work on the evaluation of W,
7.4 W values for argon by other workers
One of the first measurements of W argon was carried out by
Lehmann (43) in 1927, Very low energy electron beams were used (less than
1 keV), and the difficulties of working with such radiation must have been
considerable. A measurement was made of the electron current by using a
Faraday cup, and the saturation ionization current by a total absorption
ionization chamber. His result (33eV) was high compared with the more or
less accepted value today.
The ratio of the W values of various gases can be found without
the need to determine absolutely the energy in a radiation beam. Argon
has often been used as a standard in these measurements. Gaertner (44, 45)
used two ionization chambers in series, the second was filled with argon
and the first with the gas under observation. Saturation measurements
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were made in both chambers for various pressures in the first chamber, and
W pQ,S W 2. j. 2T
by extrapolation the ratio -—® was obtained. (_ = 1.232 for 9keV
W argon W argon
X-rays). The pressure in the chambers was kept low to ensure complete
saturation in the current measurements. Gaertner (46) finally carried out
an absolute measurement by using a thermocouple to determine the energy in
the beam. His result was W argon = 28.4 £ 0.5eV.
Similar work was carried out by Crowther and Orton (47) and by
Wilhelmy (48). Crowther and Orton used a high pressure ionization chamber
irradiated with copper K.a X-rays obtained by crystal diffraction. This
was almost complete absorption, only a small correction had to be applied,
etilT
and their results gave — « 1.32. Wilhelmy used low energy X-rays
W argon
(2-3 keV), a lower energy than the K-edge of argon, so no correction was
necessary for escaping energy. However he only used a galvanometer for
IV ir
current measurements. He quoted = 1.309, and found that W air
W argon
varied in the range investigated.
The last of these earlier measurements was by Gerbes (49) in 1937.
He measured W argon for homogeneous electron beams and his results are
10 keV 40 keV
W argon 27.3 25.2
These show a large variation between the two energies, while most
recent results point to the energy independence of W argon.
The determination of W values in general seemed to lapse until
1952. The tendency then was to determine W values for radiation other than
electron or X-ray beams, and an interest was shown in the effect of impurities
in gases. W argon had not been fixed, and the remarkable decrease in W
values for small amounts of impurities cast doubt on earlier measurements.
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Good agreement was found by various workers for the ionization of argon by
a particles. These are summarised in Table 18.
Table 18'
Workers Year




Curran (50) 19.52 25.9
Jesse and





Hurst (53) 1954 26.4
Average
26.25 - 0.1
The method used by Bortner and Hurst (53) is typical. An
particle source was electroplated on platinum and enclosed in a high pressure
ionization chamber, so that the range of the a's was completely inside the
chamber (this was even possible with hydrogen and helium). The source was
calibrated by pulse height discrimination with a methane proportional
counter. The Jaffe theory (8 - 1) was used to evaluate the extrapolation
saturation current.
Due to the uncertainty in W air values up to 1962 (I.C.R.U. report
1962), calorimetric measurements were concerned with determining W air.
Goodwin (12), and Reid and Johns (54) carried out two such determinations
137
for Cs radiation. Earlier Laughlm, in similar work, did a parallel
experiment with argon, and found W argon = 23.0eV (private communication
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to Binks (55) in 1954). A large correction had to be applied for energy
lost from the ionization chamber, and may account for this low value.
Binks reports that W is constant in the range 1 keV to 1 MeV and equal to
27.0 i 10% eV.
7.5 Other methods of determining W
7.5.1 Proportional counter
The count rate of a particular source can be determined by using
a proportional counter. If the applied voltage is then reduced below a
value at which gas multiplication occurs, the saturation ionization current
can be measured. Curran, Cockcroft and Insch (56) first described the
above technique. This was improved by Valentine (57) who experimented with
37 —
A X-rays and tritium 0-rays, and found W argon =27.0 eV.
A similar technique was used by Phipps, Boring and Lowry (58),
who measured W argon for heavy ions in the energy range 8 to 100 keV. Heavy
ions showed a distinct variation of W with energy, while W for the lighter
ions seemed to approach (at high velocities) a common value in the region of
26.4 eV.
Hie main advantage of this technique is that the geometry is the
same in determining the count rate and the saturation ionization current,
so there is no correction to apply for energy loss due to scatter.
7.5.2 Scintillation counters
Bunde, Lang, Pohlit and Sewkor (59) described a total absorption
ionization chamber which was capable of totally absorbing 9 keV X-rays in air.
This chamber was two metres in length and initially used to determine p. for
air in the low energy X-ray region. The monochromatic X-ray beam was
Figure 38
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produced by a filter difference method. Rajewsky and Lang (60) then used
a totally absorbing caesium iodide scintillation counter to determine the
number of monochromatic X-ray photons, and compared this result with that
of the total absorbing ionization chamber, hence determining W values for
air.
7.5.3 Pe50, dosimetry
W values for 2 MeV X-rays from a Van der Graaff generator using
FeSO^ and ionization chamber dosimetry were determined by Weiss and
Bernstein (61). Using a previously determined G value for the
solution of 15.45 - 0.15, W argon was found to be 25.5 eV. They however,
stated that argon was highly subject to impurities and repeated their
experiment with purified argon. W argon was then quoted as 25.8 eV (62).
It appears that V argon for a particles is well established at 26.25 eV
per ion pair, as shown by Table 18. Valentine and Curran (50) concluded
that the value of W for electrons was identical - within experimental error -
to that for polonium a particles. This conclusion, which is supported by
Jesse and Sadauskis, probably gives the most reliable W value for electrons
in argon.
7.6 Design of the ionization chamber
7.6.1 Chamber
The chamber is cylindrical in shape, approximately 60 cm in length
and 23 cm in diameter. An external view is shown in figure 38. The ends
of the chamber are flanged, and end plates are *0* ring sealed and bolted to
these flanges. Windows are centrally mounted in these end plates, and
consist of 0.025 mm aluminized ♦Melinex*. Hie rear window is flush with
Figure 39
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the end plate, and again sealed with a conventional *0* ring.
Evacuation of the chamber is possible through the connection
shown, and this connection may be sealed by a vacuum valve. Argon is
admitted through a gas tap which has been ground to provide a vacuum and
pressure seal. Electrical connections are made through the front plate
by pressurised 'Plessey* connections, and then to the electrodes.
7.6.2 Electrode assembly
The electrodes are H shaped and mounted vertically one above the
other as shown in figure 39. The vertical separation can thus be easily
varied, but lateral separation can only be varied by replacing the horizontal
plate. Throughout the following measurements the plate separation was
kept to a minimum so that a maximum field strength would be obtained. This
|
was 4 cm in both directions.
Hie base pia-te shown slides into the chamber on two rails and ia
secured into position. The four stands fixed to this base plate have
nylon screws passing through holes in them, and screwing into the electrodes.
Thus there is a four point support for each electrode, and a lateral movement
of the electrodes can be obtained by these screws.
7•6.3 Front window
A high percentage of the ionization produced in the chamber will
occur in the front region, and thus the field configuration in this region
is very critical. For this reason the front window was set back inside the
chamber by means of the insert shown in figure 40. The insert is *0* ring
*
sealed to the front end plate, and the window also sealed by means of an *0*
ring as shown.
The change in the field configuration in the front region is shown
FIGURE 42
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in figures 41(a) and (b). Figure (a) shows the field without the insert, and
figure (b) the field with the insert, A higher field has thus been produced
in tie region close to the window.
7.7 Experimental situation
The ionization chamber is positioned in a similar manner to the
calorimeter as described in 2 - 6. It rests on the optical bench by means of
two saddles, and as the chamber is mainly operated with the case at E.H.T.,
these saddles are insulated from the bench by *Melinex*. Trouble was
experienced from time to time due to breakdown of the E.H.T, (up to 4000 volts)
both outside and inside the chamber. Positioning of the electrodes and of
the chamber was therefore very critical.
The chamber is evacuated by a rotary pump, filled with argon,
re-evacuated and again filled with argon to the required pressure. A
fluorescent screen is placed in the rear window, and the chamber adjusted until
the transmitted beam is central on the window. The currents measured were of
the order of 10 ' amps, and no need was found to screen any of the leads to
the chamber.
7.8 Measuring circuit
The current obtained from the ionization chamber was integrated by
the same circuit as used for the monitor (figure 33). The monitor and
ionization chamber circuits were actually built into one as shown in figure 42,
so
and are designed^that only one backing off voltage and one electrometer are
required. The electrometer can look at the voltage build up on either
capacitor by means of switch 3. Integration takes place on capacitors and
C , and switches 1 and 2 respectively allow them to be discharged. The
u
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monitor and the ionization chamber currents can thus be integrated for the
same arbitt**^ time. Chamber readings are immediately normalised by the
volts
monitor readings, and a response in obtained.
m.r.
Figure 43
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SATURATION OP THE IONIZATION CHAMBER
8.1 Processes which prevent saturation
The relationship between the ionization current and the applied
voltage in an ionization chamber is shown in figure 43. The current increases
with applied voltage until at large voltages it becomes constant. The
applied voltage is then large enough to collect all the ions formed, and the
saturation current is obtained. There are three effects which result in
the lack of saturation at lower voltages.
8.1.1 Diffusion
Ions, when present in a gas, exhibit the random Brownian motion
of the gas molecules. They may diffuse to and be collected by the electrode
of opposite charge, inspite of the electric field present. However diffusion
losses will rarely need to be taken into account in practical ionization
chambers (Boag (28)).
8.1.2 Space-charge effects
The movement of ions to their respective electrodes may alter the
distribution of the field near to these electrodes. Near to the positive
electrode there will be a surplus of negative charge; and near the negative
electrode a surplus of positive charge. If the ions have different mobilities
then these twospace charge effects will differ. The potential gradient
will change rapidly close to the electrodes, and may be as shown in figure 44,
Thus space charge effects effectively lower the applied voltage to the
chamber.
8.1.3 Recombination
This is the process by which ions of opposite sign recombine with
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each other, and is by far the major problem in the loss of ion collection.
There are two types of recombination.
8.1.3.1 Initial Recombination
This takes place when the recombining ions are formed in the same
electron track, and depends on the density of ionization along this track.
It is thus independent of dose rate. The magnitude of this process, apart
from depending on the field strength, will depend on the type and energy of
the radiation. Thus ionization by a particles would produce more initial
recombination than would ionization by X or y-rays.
Two theories explaining initial recombination have been put forward,
Jaffe (63), when working with a particles in 1913, postulated a columnar
theory, which assumed that the ion distribution was cylindrically symmetrical
about the particle track. Experimental results agreed with theory for a
particles, but did not agree when the theory was applied to X and y-rays.
However Lea (64) in 1934 put forward a cluster theory in which the ions are
considered to be localised along the tracks of the secondary electrons.
The cluster theory is applicable until adjacent clusters overlap when the
columnar theory can be applied.
A mathematical analysis put forward by ICara-Michailova and Lea (65)
in 1940, states that when initial recombination is present the saturation
current can be obtained by extrapolation. The equation they give is
i . = i + (const xi ) x ^ 8-1sat sat E
vol ts
where i is the measured ionization current at a field strength E ( /cm).




Volume recombination takes place between ions which do not
originate in the same electron track, and hence occurs when the ions
have diffused apart. It is therefore dependent on dose rate which will
determine the number of electron tracks per unit volume. At high dose
rates it is by far the major process of recombination. Two theories of
note explaining volume recombination have been put forward. From the
work of Mie (66) in 1904, the following expression may be deduced,
i . =» i + const x 8 - 2
sat
g
and a plot of i against - should give a straight line, from which i
E 3
is obtained.
From the work of Boag and Wilson (67) a similar expression
is obtained, from which it can be shown that
.2
const l „
* 1 * ^7 * ? 8-3
.2
and now a plot of i against —r gives i .
— cj S fit.
a
Greening (68) reviews these theories and compares them with extensive
experimental data for the case where air is the ionized gas. He concludes
that Mie's theory is valid when ionization currents in excess of 0.7 of
the saturation current are obtained, but that Boag and Wilson*s theory is
valid only very near to saturation,
Mie*s equation (8 - 2) differs in form from that of Kara-
Michailova and Lea (8 - 1) for initial recombination, only in the power of
E. However, initial recombination will play an exceedingly small part in
any recombination occurring in this experiment. It will be present, but
its effect will be masked by general recombination due to the high dose rates
Table19







































































SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIOUS ELECTRICAL






involved. Mie's equation (8 - 2) is also to be preferred to that of Boag
and Wilson (8 - 3), because of the greater range of ionization currents over
which extrapolation can be performed.
The above theories were developed for ionization of air, where
molecular ions are produced. Argon is different in the fact that conduction
is by positive ions and electrons. However, if extrapolation is required
the validity of equation 8-2 for ionization in argon will be tested.
8.2 Different modes of operation of the chamber
8.2.1 Electrical
There are eight different modes of electrical operation of the
ionization chamber, these are shown schematically in figure 45. In
situation 1(a), the field removing the electrons to the upper plate is high,
and as the electrons have a relatively high mobility (approximately 1000 x
that of positive argon ions) saturation will be relatively easy. Assuming
that the chamber is geometrically symmetric, then 4(a) would be expected to
give the same result for ion collection. In situation 2(a) the field
removing the electrons and the field removing the ions have been interchanged.
Because of the relative low mobility of argon ions, saturation will not be
as easy as in 1(a) and 4(a). Again assuming geometrical symmetry, 3(a)
should give the same result for electron collection. Situations 1(b) to
4(b) are the exact complements of 1(a) to 4(a), and should yield identical
results, that is 1(a) = 1(b) and so on.
Results are shown of the response from these various situations in
Tabis 19. These are obtained with 20kV 25mA X-rays, and with a pressure of
voX ts
two atmospheres of argon in the chamber. Results are expressed in as
m.r.
explained in 7 - 8.
Figure 46 "
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In situations 1(a), 1(b), 4(a) and 4(b) it appears that saturation has been
achieved, and the same result is obtained in all cases. There is no
evidence of a residual slope in the saturation plateau for a change from
1500 volts to 4000 volts in the applied voltage. In each of these
situations electrons are removed by a high field.
In situations 2(a), 2(b), 3(a) and 3(b) saturation is never
achieved. In all of these situations it is the ions which are being
removed by the high field. A plot of i against —■ according to Mie's
E
equation (8 - 2) has been carried out. Results are plotted in figure 46
and shown in Table 20, for situations 2(a) and 3(a).
Table 20
(i in volts per monitor reading)
2(a) 3(a)
E.H.T.
1 in7- x 10
i
- x 10 7 -y x 107
(volts) E2 E2 1 E2
1500 4>44 2.190 9.72 2.383 10.58
2000 2.50 2.356 5.89 2.477 6.19
2500 1.60 2.451 3.92 2.521 4.03
3000 1.11 2.497 2.77 2.550 2.83
3500 0.816 2.515 2.06 2.544 2.06




The plots of i against —0 are linear between 1500 volts and 3000 volts, and
E*
the extrapolated results agree well with those obtained in Table 19. These
results were obtained by drawing the best straighty(through the first four
points; a more accurate method was not used because voltage settings were
not accurately determined, nor were they reproducible.
Situation 1(a) gave the same result as situation 1(b), and this
was true for the remainder of the situations. However the results obtained
in 2(a) and 2(b) are not the same as those in 3(a) and 3(b), a higher field
must be present, that is the window is nearer the lower plate. On measurement
this was found to be true.
Above 3000 volts a peculiar effect is observed. The current-
voltage curve which was tending towards a saturation value, drops off in
cases 2(a) and 2(b), add in 3(a) and 3(b) actually turns over. In all
these cases ions are being removed by a high field. A satisfactory
explanation of this effect has not been obtained.
The above procedure was carried out with all X-ray beams used, and
it was similarly proved that the same result could be obtained no matter how
the chamber was operated. However no results in W calculations were taken
from extrapolated values. In situations 4(a) and 4(b) the outside of the
chamber is used as a collecting electrode, and for this reason neither of
these two methods were used. As situation 1(a) is electron collection, as
opposed to ion collection in 1(b), the chamber was always operated in this
manner in day to day comparisons with the calorimeter.
8.2.2 Geometrical
A different form of geometry was used in the critical window region,
once again to see if the same saturation current was obtained. The window
insert was replaced with a window flush with the front end of the chamber.
Results obtained at 20 kV 25 mA (electrical conditions as in 1(a)) are
shown in Table 21 and plotted in figure 47.
Figure 47









Electron collection Ion collection
(volts) i VE2 x 107 i Vb2 x 107
1500 4.44 2.596 11.53 - -
2000 2.50 2.606 6.52 2.274 5.69
2500 1.60 2.611 4.18 2.393 3.83
3000 1.11 2.614 2.90 2.459 2.73
3500 0.816 2.616 2.13 2.492 2.03




Saturation is not achieved in this case but extrapolated values agree with
results previously obtained.
8.3 Scatter corrections for various chamber pressures
Scatter corrections were discussed in detail in Chapter 5. In these
calculations the chamber was assumed to be 60 cm in length and having a 2 cm
rn
radial escape path. Sidescatter has been calculated byJ (5 - 3).
7T 0=0
The effect will be discussed in 9 - 5. Equations 5-8, 5 - 10,
0=0
5-16 and 5-18 were used to calculate the individual energy losses.
Allowance was then made for lack of total absorption (scatter losses would
appear too large if total absorption was wrongly assumed). ^ values for
argon were by Stainer(35); a (coherent + incoherent) were by McGinnies (38).
Figure 48















~ for argon ka radiation = 180 cm /gram.
ka radiation for argon = 3 keV,
co for argon =0.1
The total percentage energy lost (5e) was evaluatedfor incident
2
energies between 5 and 30 keV, and chamber pressures of 24 to 45 lb/in
2
(9 - 30 lb/in above atmospheric). The results are summarised in figures
48 and 49. A calculation similar to that in 5 - 6 was now carried out for
the 20 kV spectrum at various chamber pressures. Experimental results were
also taken at these pressures and the corrections applied to see if the same
result was obtained in each case. Results are shown in Table 22.
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As expected, the response increases with pressure as scatter losses decrease.
When the scatter correction is applied this increase disappears.
The ionization chamber has thus been shown to give the same value for
the saturation current when operated at different argon pressures, and different
electrical and geometrical configurations.
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CHAPTER 9
W VALUES FOR ARGON
FOR LOW ENERGY X-RAYS
9.1 Total absorption calculations
Hie method of ascertaining if a particular X-ray beam is totally
absorbed in a medium was explained in 4 - 1. This calculation has to be
repeated for the various beams used with the ionization chamber as it is by
no means certain that total absorption will be achieved in argon. Measurements
at lOkV, 15kV and 20kV were all taken at a pressure of 2 atmospheres of argon
2 2
(29 lb/in ); those at 25kV and 30kV at 3 atmospheres (45 lb/in ).











10 29 < 0.1%




These corrections must be applied to each of the individual beams measured.
No effort was made to fill the chamber to more than 3 atmospheres, as it was
unlikely that the •Melinex* windows would withstand any further increase in
pressure. This was also the limit of the pressure gauge. A pressure of
2 atmospheres was used with the lower energy beams for ease of saturation,




Using figures 48 and 49 (Chapter 8), and the assumed spectra for the
various beams, corrections were made for scattered radiation as explained in















Total corrections to be applied with their estimated uncertainties are then as





% correction % uncertainty

























































9.3 Energy fluence Measurements with the ionization chamber
Table 26 shows the reproducibility of ionization chamber
measurements on various days. A similar procedure was carried out to
that described for the calorimeter in 6 - 4. TVo 0.006 mm sheets of
aluminized *Melinex* have to be inserted as filters in the beam to
compensate for those used in the calorimeter. Measurements are in volts
per monitor reading as shown in 7 - 6.
Table 27 shows the average responses quoted above when the
corrections given in Table 25 have been applied. The errors quoted are








lOkV 30mA 12.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.50
15kV 30mA 2.Q40 - 0.011 0.56
20kV 25mA 2.682 - 0.017 0.64
25kV 15mA 3.194 ± 0.022 0.70
30kV 10mA 3.635 ± 0.036 1.00
30kV 30mA 3.659 ± 0.037 1.00
The integrating capacitors are nominally l|j.F for integrations at
lOkV 30mA, and 10|_iF for all other integrations. The method used to
determine the absolute values of these capacitors is shown in Appendix 2.
Results correct to - 0.1% are as follows




The aperture used was nominally 1/16 ins. in diameter, and the
ratio of the calorimeter aperture (nominally 3/16 ins. diameter) to this
aperture was determined by the calorimeter as shown in Appendix 1.2,
This ratio was found to be 9.717 - 0.019 (£ 0.2%).
9.4 Calculation of W for argon
If the measured saturation current is I amps, and the charge on an
electron e coulombs, then — is the number of ion pairs produced per second.
_ e
vJi _ 7
An energy deposition of — eV per second, or WI x 10 ergs per second is
required to produce this number of ion pairs.
The defining aperture of the calorimeter has an area A^ sq. cm.,
and that of the ionization chamber A sq. cm., so the energy E as measured
by the calorimeter is given by
— 7 A1
E = WI xlO x ( — ) ergs per second 9 - 1
2
It
The ionization chamber response is a voltage V given by V = —- , where t
v
is the time of irradiation and C is the integrating capacitor. The monitor
reading (m.r.) = monitor unit (m.u.) x t. Therefore the normalised response
V I
from the ionization chamber —— = '
m.r. C x m.u.
Hence, from equation 9-1,
E — V 7 A1
— = WC (~ ) x 10 x
m.u. m.r. A
_ i A E.
and W = — x -r— x —2LtH* x iq eV per ion pair 9 - 2
1 V/m,r.
W values are calculated using Table 16 and 27. For example, at 20kV 25mA
r. 1 , 1 7.652 * 104 ,„-7
20 " 11.20 X 10"6 * 9^17 " 2.682 X 10 eV P" 10" "alr
W = 26.21 eV per ion pair.
Cj\J
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The errors in this measurement are shown in Table 28.
Table 28






Therefore W?Q = 26.21 £ 0.22 eV per ion pair
Similar calculations have been carried out for the other beams used,




(eV per ion pair)
lOkV 30mA 26.18 £ 0.17
15kV 30mA 26.04 £ 0.19
20kV 25mA 26.21 £ 0,22
25kV 15mA 26.10 £ 0.24
30kV 10mA 26.12 £ 0.31
30kV 25mA 26.24 £ 0.30
9.5 Discussion of results
The above results show that there is no variation of W for argon in
the X-ray region investigated, and the mean of these results gives W = 26.14 eV
per ion pair. The effect of calculating the energy loss due to sidescatter
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TC
by / increases W by approximately 1% for each X-ray beam used. Again
0 - 0
no variation of W is found, and the mean value is W = 26.43 eV per ion pair. The
correct result will lie between these two values. As sidescatter energy losses
predominate over backscatter energy losses in the ionization chamber, for both
Tt
evaluations (5 - 3), it is suggested that J will produce a more correct
0=0
result. However, a final result of W argon « 26.3 £ 0.2SeV per ion pair
covers any discrepancy produced by these two methods of evaluating the
sidescatter energy loss. This result may be compared with ionization of
argon by a particles (mean result 26.25 £ 0.10 eV per ion pair^ and to that
of Binks (55) who gave 27.0 £ 2.7 eV per ion pair.
The main source of error is again in the assumed spectral
distributions, and a large error in the scatter corrections has therefore been
quoted. The corrections are large at 30kV, and although W values agree well
with those at lower energies, more accurate spectral distributions are really
required.
Hie ionization chamber is relatively simple and quick to operate.
(
Hie accuracy and reproducibility of the measurements, as shown in Table 26,
are exceptionally good. As a routine dosimeter it is rather cumbersome, but
it could be made smaller even for use with argon. Its present size was in
order to allow substantial variations in the electrode spacing. A smaller
chamber employing a higher atomic number gas would be a better proposition,
and this should also allow higher kV radiation to be measured. It is hoped
that such a chamber will be operational in the near future.
Figure 50








One of the most widely used of chemical dosimeters is the ferrous
sulphate or Fricke dosimeter. If the G value (ferric ion yield per 100 eV
of absorbed energy) of ferrous sulphate is known, then absorbed dose in the
dosimeter solution can be readily calculated. Ferrous sulphate G values
have been extensively reviewed by Shalek, Sinclair and Calkins (69) and by
Law (70), and a definite decrease in G value with decrease in energy is
shown. Results at high energies are consistent, but relatively few
determinations have been made at low energies, and uncertainties in published
values are mainly about ~ 5%. A comparison has therefore been carried out
between the calorimeter and ferrous sulphate dosimetry.
10.2 Experimental conditions
Polythene vessels 2.25 cm in diameter and varying in length
between 3 and 7 cm were used for irradiations. No noticeable error was
found by allowing dosimeter solutions to stand in these vessels for a
considerable length of time (71); nor did varying the surface to volume
ratio produce any effect on the dosimeter response, and at Co qualities
these vessels have been found to give the same response as glass vessels (72).
Ihe ferrous sulphate vessels were mounted as shown in Figure 50.
The entrance window which consisted of 0.006mm of *Melinex' was held in
place by a brass aperture. This aperture was again the same depth as that
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used in the calorimeter, and positioning of the ferrous sulphate vessels
was carried out as described in 2-6. No chemical contamination was
produced by the *Melinex*. The length of each individual sample so produced
varied, and the volume of the ferrous sulphate in these samples was
determined by measuring this length after each irradiation. 'Melinex*
filtration also had to be added to balance that used in the calorimeter.
Theoretical and experimental verification of total absorption was
carried out for each X-ray beam used. Detection of the transmitted beam
through the samples was made by the calorimeter and this was shown to be
much less than 0.1% for the experimental conditions used. Dosimeters of
different lengths also gave the same ferric ion yield for a given radiation
dose. Estimations of sidescatter and backscatter were calculated as in
Chapter 5, and the results are shown in Table 32. Hie width of the margin
of ferrous sulphate solution surrounding the incident beam was 0.69 cm for
20 kVp irradiations, and 0.49 cm for 15 kVp and 10 kVp irradiations.
10.3 Preparation of ferrous sulphate samples
-3 -3
these were made up of 10 M ferrous ammonium sulphate and 10 M
sodium chloride in 0.8N sulphuric acid, as is generally used. All chemicals
were 'Analar* grade. The water used was singly distilled, then redistilled
from potassium permanganate in a glass apparatus. The method of making up
these solutions is described by Law and Redpath (72).
10.4 Measurement of Ferric Ion concentration
Optical densities were measured in a Unicam SP 500 spectrophotometer
o
at 3040 A. The spectrophotometer cells were of fused quartz, and any
systematic error due to inconsistencies in these was removed by measuring,
- 85
in turn, the optical density of the irradiated sample and of a control
sample against 0.8N H^SO^ in the blank cell. The optical density scale
was found to be linear over the range used.
The extinction coefficient e for FeJ+ at 3040 % on this
spectrophotometer was measured by comparing its response to that of a
previously calibrated spectrophotometer at the Christie Hospital and Holt
Radium Institute, Manchester. The result was 2130 - 7 litre mole 1 at
20°C. Measured optical densities were always normalised to 20°C by
applying a correction of 0.7% per °C. Solution temperatures were measured
by a thermocouple.
10.5 Dose variation and oxygen depletion
In the absence of oxygen the G value for ferrous sulphate is
reduced by about a factor of two. The dosimeter solution used is linear
in response up to approximately 40,000 rads, but after such a dose the lower
G value applies. In this work the average absorbed dose is approximately
1500 rads, but in a small critical region at the front of the vessel the
dose will probably exceed 40,000 rads. A comparison was therefore carried
out between the Fe yield in aerated (normal) and exygenated solutions,
2.
both with ImM and 4mM Fe . Within experimental error these gave the
same result, but all results were included in the calculation of G values.
Thus it appears that oxygen diffusion maintains a sufficient oxygen
concentration in the critical region, and this is verified by theoretical
calculations.
10.6 Results and calculations of G values
Ferrous sulphate irradiations were carried out, over a period of
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two months, and the results are shown in Table 30. Irradiations were one
hour with 20kV and 15kV beams and two hours with lOkV beams. Optical
densities obtained were about 0.1 , and results were normalised by the
monitor unit.
Table 30
FeSQ^ responses in optical density^
per sec per cm per monitor unit x 10
Dates -$o r 20kV 25mA 15kV 30mA lOkV 30mA
8.9.66 1.205 1.896 3.49
15.9.66 1.227 1.929 3,40
4.10.66 1.190 1.855 3.40
5,10.66 1.183 1.910 3.27
15.10.66 1.182 1.908 3.23
19.10.66 1.176 1.881 3.38
20.10.66 1.195 1.869 3.42
Weighted
Means
1.191 i 0.006 1.894 t 0.008 3. 38 - 0.03
Calorimetric measurements were carried out over a similar period
(Table 31). Experimental conditions were slightly different to those
already quoted (Chapter 6), and the kinetic method of operation 'was used.
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Table 3.1
Calorimeter response in ergs per monitor unit x 10
I - ~
Dates -$o r 20kV 25mA 15kV 30mA lOkV 30mA
27.9.66 8.134 6.216 -
7.10.66 8.184 6.366 Ma
18.10.66 8.058 6.132 -
1.11.66 7.872 5.982 3.204
8.11.66 8.112 5.982 3.338
11.11.66 7.938 6.168 3.264
16.11.66 7.986 6.120 3.265
Weighted
Mean
8.058 i 0.048 6.138 t 0.048 3.291 ± 0.021
G values were calculated as follows
Calorimeter response in ergs per monitor unit = E
Ferrous sulphate response in optical density per sec per cm
per monitor unit = D
Volume of ferrous sulphate bottle « V
Avogadro*s number = N
Extinction coefficient * e
Area of calorimeter aperture = A^
Area of ferrous sulphate aperture = A^
Electronic charge = e
then
D VNe A, 9 „G = — x x 1 x 10 rons/lOOeV
E e —
3
For example, at 20kV and 25mA
-6 23 -10 0
1.191 x 10 x 19.88 x 6.023 x 10 x 1.602 x 10 x 10 „ „G ~ Ions/lOOeV
8.058 x 10 x 2130 x 1.023
G = 13.01 ions/lOOeV.
Table32






























































The rati) of the apertures used was 1,023 ( ■ ) at 20kV and
wiL
2.153 at 15kV and lOkVp. This ratio was determined by a travelling
microscope.
Table 32 shows the estimated uncertainties in these G values,
and the correction which has to be applied for energy lost due to scattered
radiation.
Irradiations were also carried out with 2QkV X-rays using dosimeter
solutions made up in 0.1N H^SO^. (Better approximation to tissue equivalence
than 0.8N H„30^). The extinction coefficient for Fe + in 0.1N
slightly lower than in 0.8N IPSO.,, and 0.995 i 0,001 (mean of six publishedZ 4
results) was taken as this ratio. The ratio of G in 0.1N H^SO^,, to G in
0.8N H SO was found to be 0.986 - 0.005. Table 33 summarises the G values
Ci n' >









20 kV 13.14 ± 0.14 12.96 £ 0.15
15 kV 15.01 £ 0.14
10 kV 12.87 £ 0.18
SILICON SURFACE BARRIER SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTOR
10.7 P-N Junction
A P-N junction can be thought of as a piece of P type and a piece
of N type semiconductor brought together and joined. Electrons flow from
the N type to the P type material under diffusion, resulting in a negative
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charge on the P type and a positive charge on the N type. Thus a potential
difference exists across the junction. The region close to this junction is
almost carrier free and called the depletion layer. There is a residual
—9 2
diffusion current of about 10 amps per cm .
By applying a reverse bias to the junction, the potential barrier
can be increased in height and the width of the depletion layer increased.
The effective resistance of the depletion layer is much greater than that of
the material on each side of the junction, and therefore almost all of the
applied voltage appears across this layer. A relatively high leakage current
in the direction of the applied bias is now present, and the dominant component
of this current is due to surface leakage. The depletion layer is radiation
sensitive and is analogous in operation to an ionization chamber.
A surface barrier detector is formed by exposing N type silicon
to the atmosphere, resulting in a very thin layer of P type silicon forming
on the surface due to oxidization. Electrodes are made by depositing a
2
very thin layer of gold (80 p, grams per cm ) on the surface. The detector
used is approximately 3mm in thickness and the junction 2 sq. cm. in area.
10.8 Operation of the detector.
The detector is sensitive to light and the leakage current can be
reduced by operation in the dark. However this leakage current is still
appreciable compared to the ionization currents which have to be measured,
and it is therefore backed off with a high impedance current source. The
detector is mounted in a chamber similar to that used in the calorimeter,
and also aligned on the optical bench in a similar manner. . Ihe chamber
is evacuated and •Melinex* filtration added so that the total filtration is




























































Saturation of the detector takes place above 10 volts reverse bias.
Hie breakdown potential is quoted as approximately 120 volts, and 96 volts
bias has been used throughout this work. The saturation currents were
integrated on the same system that was used for the ionization chamber (shown
in Figure 42), and a response obtained for various X-rays beams again
expressed in volts per monitor reading. By a comparison with the calorimeter,
W values for silicon were obtained for these various X-ray beams. The same
aperture was used for both calorimetric and semiconductor measurements, and
the integrating capacitor used for semiconductor measurements was
126.1p F - 0.1% (Appendix 2).
10.9 Results and W calculations
Ihe consistency of the semiconductor detector on various days and for
various X-ray beams is shown in Table 34. Hie corrections to be applied to
these results are more involved for this dosimeter. Scatter corrections are
mainly due to Compton and Rayleigh backscatter, sidescatter is negligible.
However corrections have to be applied for attenuation in the gold electrode
at the front of the dosimeter, and transmission corrections now become















Corresponding calorimetric measurements are given in Table 16,
and W values were calculated from equation 9 - 2. Results with their




(eV per ion pair)
lOkV 30mA 3.695 £ 0.037
15kV 30mA 3.676 £ 0.027
20kV 25mA 3.693 ± 0.025
25kV 15mA 3.706 £ 0.042
30kV 10mA 3.764 £ 0.043
30kV 25mA 3.765 £ 0.043
10.10 Discussion and conclusions
W values obtained are consistent for X-rays generated at 25kV and
below, and an average of these results gives W = 3,693 £ 0,020 eV per ion
pair for the detector used. Results for 30kV X-rays are however,
approximately 2% high compared to this mean. The reason for this almost
certainly lies in the correction applied for lack of total absorption. A
monochromatic beam of 30keV X-rays is only 65% absorbed in 3mm of silicon,
and thus it is the high energy end of the spectrum which is critical in
determining this lack of total absorption. This is however extremely
difficult to determine in practice, and it does appear that the spectrum used
is weighted too heavily at the low energy end.
In theory it is only the depletion layer which is radiation
sensitive. However, because of the intrinsic resistivity of silicon, there
will be a potential gradient across the remainder of the detector, and some
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ion collection must occur in this region. As saturation occurs with the
bias voltage reduced by a factor of 10, it appears that saturation may also
have been attained in this region.
Calculations also show that the depletion layer extends well into
the N type layer of the detector. The width of the depletion layer X, is
given by
X > 4.2 x 10"7 (eVpp)^ cm
where e is the dielectric constant of the crystal.
V is the reverse bias.
P is the resistivity of the parent crystal.
p. is the mobility of the majority carriers.
Using the appropriate values gives X = 2mm. (This calculation assumes that
all of the applied voltage is dropped across the depletion layer).
Of the four dosimeters used there is little doubt that the
semiconductor detector is the most versatile in all respects. It is quick to
set up, measurements can be made with speed and precision, and it is readily
portable. Its drawbacks at the moment are cost, and the difficulty of




A1.1 Lining up of calorimeter
An additional procedure was carried out in the lining up of the
calorimeter, The relative areas of various apertures were determined
by the response of the solid state detector at a particular X-ray quality
(30kV 25mA). A similar experiment was then carried out with the
calorimeter under the experimental conditions described in 2 - 6, It
is certain that the total X-ray beam transmitted by these apertures is
measured by the solid state detector, but not certain in the case of the

















1 Vl6 2.213 1.043 2.122
2 Vs 9.121 4.296 2,123
3 5/32 15.72 7.418 2.119
4 n/64 16.85 7.933 2.124
5 J/16 21.05 9.948 2.116
6 13/64 24.33 11.50 2.116
7 ?/32 28.61 13.59 2.105
The ratio of the solid state detector response to the calorimeter
response is reasonably constant over the apertures used. However, all
calorimeter results have been taken using aperture 5.
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A1.2 Determination of aperture ratio
The aperture used in the ionization chamber work was No. 1, and
the ratio of this aperture to that used in calorimetry was determined by
the calorimeter. The response to 30kV 25mA X-rays, using each aperture,











13.6.67 10.28 1.060 9.698
27.6.67 10.32 1.060 9.736
6.7.67 10.30 1.055 9.763
12.7.67 10.23 1.057 9.678



















E-electrometer V-standardisedvolt g C-unknowncapacitor
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APPENDIX 2
A2,1 Absolute Measurement of Capacitance
Commercial instruments which provide an accurate measurement of
capacitance are readily available, but all use an a.c. bridge measuring
system. Capacitors usually show an increase in value with a decrease
in frequency (this may be as much as 2% between lkcps and d.c. operation).
The integrating capacitors are obviously used in d.c. operation, and figure
51 shows the system developed to obtain absolute values under this condition.
The system simply measures the time constant of decay of the capacitor
through a resistor of known value.
The procedure is as follows. Start with switch (a) in position 1,
switches (b) and (c) in position 2. The capacitor C, to be measured, is
charged by switching (c) to position 1 and then back to position 2. The
current source must be of high impedance to ensure that charging takes
place, so an E.H.T. unit in series with a high resistance was used. The
voltage V , built up on the capacitor is seen on the electrometer E, and
measured by the backing off system previously described (6 - 1).
Switching (a) to position 2 discharges the capacitor through a 1MQ
(- 0.1%) resistor R , and triggers the timer with a 9V positive pulse.
Switch (b) is then returned to position 1. Switching (a) back to position 1
then reverses this procedure, it stops the capacitor discharging and stops
the timer with another positive pulse. The voltage V remaining on the
capacitor is again measured by backing off.
An oven controlled crystal timer accurate to better than 0.1% is
used. Hie error in switching is unlikely to exceed i 5 ms., and as the
measured time t is always greater than 10 sec,, the error introduced will
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be negligible. Ihe natural decay of the capacitor is also much less than
0.1% of the measured decay. As the largest available standard resistor
was lMft, the decay time constant of the 1 |_tF capacitor is only 1 sec, and
therefore was not measured on this system.





The nominal 10O|fP and lOpF capacitors were measured in this way. Readings
were taken on several days, but any individual reading on any day did not
vary from the mean by more than 0.1%. Results are as follows.
Nominal capacitor value 10pF lOOpF
I
Measured capacitor value 11.20pF 126.lpF
Ratio 100dp a 11.26
10 dF
An independent experiment to determine the ratio of the capacitors
was carried out with the ionization chamber. Hie saturation current
obtained from a particular X-ray beam was integrated in turn on each of the
three capacitors. These responses were normalised by their corresponding
monitor readings. A mean of several readings gave the following ratios.
Ratio = 125.1 Ratio =11.26 Ratio = 11.11
lp F 10 d-F 1 JJ.F
The ratio ^QpF a£rees with that obtained above, and the other two
ratios both give a value of 1.008pF for the nominal lpF capacitor. It
is estimated that the obtained capacitor values are correct to - 0.1%.
= V exp ( - - )
O T
- t (In lo
V
= t (In Vo ) *
V
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